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Students . begin .SBP, SBVP campaigns
Jones runs
•
·on experience

Apsey offers
fresh input .
By Bryan Alexander
Student Senator Jay Apsey
promises maintenance of open
communi cations with the ad ministration and students and
,a fresh input into stude~t senate
problems .if he is elected student
body president. Apsey announc~d his candidacy yesterday,
with senator Glen Harcourt as
~ his running mate.
Apsey said. one of his cop
. priorities if elected will be
keeping effective communica tions with school officials . He
said this is crucial in order for
, student v'oices to be recognized
by administrators.
.. A;, a collective body students
. can influence decisions," Apsey
said. "It is by establishing good
working relationships that
things can be a_ccomplished by
the students."
;- <T his• ha·s beeo one pos itive
_·aspect for the current ad m in - '
isc ra tio n according to A p sey .
He sa)d he would .work to keep
these lines _open to get more
done.
,
H arcourt said .it is important
to continue the momentum
Started by the current administration in order for a successful
term.
"We've got co kick it into high
gear arid not let µp on the gas,"
he said
Besides hi_s cunrnt job as·
senator ( Apsey and Harcourt
were accepted as commuter
' sena.tors in January), Apsey will
rely on his experience as a
tribunal to ace as an effect ive
president. He · described his
tribunal postion as similar to
the student s·enator, which
required meeting with student
leaders to gather ideas and
inform students on campus

By Bryan A lexander
On a platform stressing diversity and experience, Warner
J ones announced his candidacy
for student body president Sundc1y with student senator Sabra
Clarke as a running mate.
J ones, who currently serves as Student Activity Fee chair person for the student senate,
and two ye::us as a senator said
experience is "key" for a smooth
transition in the stuqent govern ment.
Jones said his expe~ience wiU
enable him to step into off ice
if elected ahd begin forming
policy instead of figuring out
how the senate works.
According to Jones, expe rience with Student Act,ivity Fee , .
is especially important since if
a:ecounts for 75 percent of the
, senate' s duties. H e said his
working knowledge with the fee
will allow h im to devo te more
.
e nergy on other topics.
Clarke said her broad experience outside of the senate will
enable her to b r ing fresh insight
into the workings of the senate.
She said she will provide new
input from the University com~
munity which will be useful to
the senate.
·
Before becoming a senator,.
Clarke worked as a reporter for
The New Hampshire, partic ipated in the Debate Society,
and is currently a member of
the Committee on Central AmerICa.

Jones expressed concern over
the Jay /Apsey/Glen Harcourt
ticket's iack of experience. He
pointed out chat both candidates
had o nly been senators since
January, which is not long
enough to learn the ins and outs.
"On e semester's worth of

JONES, page 6

APS~Y, page 9

Bush to deliver commenc·e ment address
By Marla G. Smith
U niced States Vice. President
George Busti will address
UNH's 117th graduating class
during spring commencement
on May 23.
·
. ,.Having the vice president
of the United Scace.s as our
graduation speaker is a privi lege," said UNH President
Gordon Haala n d. "With' his
experience in inrernational
relatioris and government, Vice
President Bush has valuable
experience and "perspectives to
share with Ol!r students."
Bush , a p rospective presidential candidate, will be the highest
r anked U.S. legislative official
to speak at a UNH commencement. Bush is currently in his ·
second term as vice president.

The U niversicy h~s never had
a sitting president or vice president speak at commencerpent.
Commencement Committee
Secretary Robert Keesey said
"It is very difficult to get prime ·
officers of our federal govern ment to come co a campus."
One of the jobs of the com mittee is to recommend speakers to the University president.
According to Keesey, the pres ident makes the final decision
and extends -the invitation to
the guest speaker. Keesey has
been at UNH and on the Arrangement of Commencement Commi ctee for 27 years.
"I chink it's always an honor
to have the vice president of the
US to come to UNH," said Deari
of Students J. Gregg Sanborn.

"Most important is the message
he will have to the graduates."
Sanborn said it is reasonable
to expect security to be heavy
during commencement.
. Captain Richard Co p. way of
Public Safety said Bmh will
receive "adequate security above ·
and beyond that of any o t' her
speaker."
Bush is a former Texas congressman and United Nations
ambassador. He has also served
as chief U.S. liaiso-n in China
in the mid - l970's. Bush w·as
chosen as Ronald Reagan's
running mate in 1980 after his
unsuccessful bid for the Republican presidential n0minacion.
Bush graduated Phi .B.eta
Kappa from Yale University in .
lS: 48 with a degree in econom1

ics.
· .
.
-Ocher universities such as St.
Louis, Texas at El Paso, and the
US Naval Acadeiny will receive
a commencement address from
Bush this spring.
Ocher political dignitaries
who have spoken at UNH
include Gerald Ford, on special
occasion, as an 'a ppointed, not
elected US president.
Hubert Humphrey spoke at
commencement after serving
a vice president ial term. Elizabeth D ole, former secretary of
transportation, also add ressed
a graduating class at a UN H
commencement.
Bush will ·deliver the ma in
address at UNH's graduation, ·
which begins at J0:30 a.m . in
Cowell Stadium.
·
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·w aterville ValleY: a· classy eastern ski resort
.

.

,.

- By .Steven Ci~rame~aro
2020 foot vertical drop . on
. Waierv:ille Valley, d:e ep in the Mount Tecumseh, yvhich annuWhite Mountains National -Fore- ally receives ,!fl average of 1.2
· s.c , claims · a. title few othe.r feet of snow. This year. 1U and
mountains in New £.nglarid can a half feet have fa'llefl, and
· Wate-rville has bolstered natural
. - that of a World Cup resort.
Waterville Valley has hosted · snow with man-made snow
-. more World Cup events than nightly. Seventy-five percent
. any other resort jn North Ame1;- of the mountaifl has snowmakica. These events use the World iog capacity.
' A specialty at .Wc;itetville is ·
Cup Slalom Hill, one of the 35
trails at Waterville. The . moun- the Ski School, which has over
tain is served by 11 lifts,'' which 100 instructors from both Euinclude three triple and: frve rope and the U .S.lt has 9een'
double chairs. Unlike most big rated among the top three in
. ski resorts, there are relatively the East by Ski magazine the
· · · ., · .
short lines here. On a recent past five years.
warm weekend most lift lines
Ski School Director Josef Jung
rarely lasted more than 20 said "We offer quite
few
minutes.
programs fqr all levels· of skiers. ·
Waterville V_alley has done One of our specialties is the
an excellent job ,in coordinating Challenge Program, for upper
lifts and trails. The three de- intermediate and advanced ski. gtees of trails (expert, inter- ers. We teach them how _to take
mediate, and beginner) are moguls_, how to handle thalleng~
served by dif.feren·t lifts. This ing terrain, _and generally to
eliminates differerjt degrees of · improve their style." Ski a'lso
· trails converging upon -each . rated the Schwinde Hutte, the
other and causing accidents mountain's restaurant, among
between skiers. All the trails the six best mountaintop ski
· meet at the bottom.
arec1 resta11rnnts in the U.S.
Waterville Valley offers a

a

Even with a World Class
reputation, Waterville still cat~
ers to all types of skiers.
Tom Corcoran, a former
Olympic skier and founder of
the Wa.terville Valley resort
said, "We prepare our mountain
the same way, whether for
World Cup skiers or. weekend .
vacationers. ·We've got every-·
thing from SKI wee school right
up to the World Cup Slalom."
· ' For the nordic sker, Water ville offers 100 kilometers of
double -tracked -crails, which are·
groomed and patrolled daily ..
The trails wind through the
National Forest, and there is
even a challenging six kilometer
one-way loop training course.
ln addition to offering lodgings in several different con dominium complexes and ho.tels, Waterville Valley has
several package deals available
which G:()mbine skiing, lodging,
and use of facilities for reaso nable prices. Si nee the resort
is 11 miles into the National
Forest, prices in the Valley tend
·
to be higher than outside.
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.. today on ~hfr should g~t permanent cu~t0dy of',Baby ',.
· American colleges and universities are experiencM, who has l~ved with the Sterns for -i:.he 'past eig.l~n ,,
ing a record number ·of applications for next
months.
· ·
·
·1.
·
September's freshman class. This surge is due partly ·
' The issue ~f custody of the Year-:Old ,gid, caught '
to the explosive growth in the number of private
in a tug.,,of-war between her father Willtam Stern
counseling agencies.
and Mary Beth Whitehea~, the_wqman he hirect
A{though the rise in applications means an
~o bear the child, has stirred -up penple 1s em<)tions. ·
increase- in awareness of a good education, the
· A _gannet news service/ USA'Todqy nationwide
increase also means new problems for colleges:
poll of 1,020 found that people favored the Sterns
no certainty as to whether they will have too many
gaining·custody 3, -1 over the Whitehea9s.
or too few students' next fall.
"The reason has to do with the trauma it would
'.the actual number of high schoo,l students has_A survey found, for the first time, there were -' cause her to lose them at this point," said Nancy
· drop_ped in the past decade, but many of them have
more freshmen women at four-year colleges aiming
Jane Carmel, a counselor for women giving children ·
made more multiple applications than ever before,
for careers as doctors than nurses.
up for adoption, and director of social services at
which· results in an overflow of applications in
This change · is attributed to the women's
Boston Children 's Service Association: "The children
admissions ·offices.
·
movements and the "widespread endorsement by
who have suffered major losses in their first three
' Private counseli'ng -agencies suppl~ment the
women of traditionally· male materialistic ~nd P?Wer
years are at ri~k of never being able to become really
s¢rvices of guidance ccfonselors in both public and
_- ,_. ' · · _ .
goals."
_
dose, to really trust, "to be secure individuals.''. .
private schools . T.hey help students identify th_e
Lemeth C. Greene; associate director of the Higher
The important issues are that the Whheheads
range of colleges most likely to accept ,them .
Education Research Institute at the U riiversity of . signed a contract and that· the Sterns, because they
Inte_r-v.iewi· W.ith,high school. guidance, personnel
California at °Los Angeles, sa,id, "Freshmen in the
made the arrangements and planned for the baby,
:andcol1ege offic'ials_also attribut,e d_to the sharp -1980s are far more material i's tic than their peers
showed a deeper cornmitmem than the Whiteheads.
. jump in applications to more aggressive college
ohwo decades ago, more ·o riemed toward high status
recruiting and attempts by marginal students rn
professions and less interested in detrui~ric careers
gain admission to the more elite institutions:·
·.than the students .who _entered co.liege rn the late
1960s."
, . . ,,
· ·- _
·Jeannette Spero, p _resid_ent of t_he ~ur~ing •. _
Association is concern.e d about the impltcat10ns
of these trends. She said, "Our need for highly skilled
nurses ... is growing dramadcallr'..\ . ·. ·- , _ .
By last-. fall, there. were te_n, wom~n aimrng for
·careers as medical doctors for ever:y eight women
·, interested in ~ursing. · ,. _ ~:.; · .,'. ,_
. .
",, - -The number of nl!tsing studeryts enr9Ued full time
in four~year college progra.ms fell by 10;'000 to 66,654
· thts-year, 12 .6 percenf drop frorri t~e -previous
~hite House Chief of Staff Jfow~rd H. Baker ,· .· .·_ year. ·
·. '
.' Jr. ·~oiced confidence_Sunday that· Pre~ident Reaga~·
Former Democratic gubernatorial candidate Faul
·, -has surmounted the most serious Iran -contra.·
McEachern said he will not endorse a 1988
reve,lations. He said he doubts that any testimonypresidential .candidate be.c ause he wants to keep
'by former Reagan aides will chang<; that. •
.
his party united for his third run for office . He
"He said that the affair is not over bu.t that the
was defeated in 1984 and 198·6 by three-tern
·: -Presid:enr "was telling, the tni.t h." When Reagan
Republican Gov. John Sununu. McEachern said
deµies having ~nown ~bout the reported -diversion
he plans to run again in 1988 and needs a unified
of _a rms .money to Nicaraguan rebels. · ·
.
party to back his candidacy.
· Baker said, on a.n interview ,wjth .ABC TV's This
He already started campaigning for his 1988
Week with Da·vid Brinkley, 'Tm con.v inced that
gubernatorial bid.
.we are not likely to have_any big new devastating,
"Rather than hoping to win, I'm planning to
· d~velopment," even when former National Sect,Lrity
win," he said. "The last time, everyone expected
· Advisor John M . Poindexter and former N~tiona:l
John -Sununu to be coronated. He has the fight of
Security Council Deputy Oliver. L. N~:>rth begin to
his life. "
.
talk.
. ·
0

Women shunning RN fo~

MD

McEachern said he will
not make pr-esidential
-picks ·

Chief of Staff said worst is over for Rea·ga1i · :.

a

I
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Mobradian will retire in M~y
By Rick Kampersal
For over two decades, AthleticDirector ·Andrew Mooradian
has worked under the Lundholm
Gynrnasium roof. However, his
tenure will end in May when he
joins the Frugazy Travel Agency
as President of the Sports
Division.
"J took a lot of time to think
about the decision and when it
came down to the nitty-gritty,
the offer looked really good,"
said Mooradian, who will turn
64 in August. . ·
·~
Various factors were cited by
Mooradian for · accepting the
offer . Perhaps the one which
caught his attention was the
agency's offer of a condominium
in New Haven, Connecticut. ·
"That really affected my
choice," said Mooradian . "The
fact that I wouldn't have to
relo.~ate my family appealerd to
me.
In the early years at UNH,
Mooradian served as the head

coach of the football team and
. still maintains his biggest thrill
as an employe·e was beating the
Big Green of Dartmouth for the
first time,,,-fD-9, in 1973.
His major accomplishment
as athletic director was g·uickly
upgrading the sporr~- teams
from Division II to Division I
status when he first took the
post in 1968.
: Td say that was rriy biggest
and most important act," said
Mooradian, a 1948 UNH grad.
"The teams got better and
stronger and all of the coaching
staffs improved greatly."
'Mooradian possessed an uncanny knack of selecting the
i-igh t coaches . for the right
sports.
"He definitely had the ability
to spot a good coach," said
Assistant Athletic Director
Lioqel "Junie" Carbonneau. "He
was responsible for persuading
the legendary Charlie, Holt to
cqach the hockey team and also

spotted current football coach
Bill Bowes· when the latter was
an assistant under Joe Yukica."
Carbonneau and Mooradian
had a great working relationship
and both understood each-oth er's nuances. 'Tve worked with
the man for all these years and
we've never ·had any problems."
said Carbonrieau.
o ·id Mooradian go to. his ,
trusty assistant for advice concerning his job decision?
"He didn 't really come to me,"
said Carbonneau . "For over 20
years, I have done the suggesting
and Andy has made the fin al
decisions. But I didn't really talk
to him tha·t /much about it."
As athletic director, Mooradian was responsible for making sure enough money was in _
the program and for hiring
personnel. Td say the benefits
far outweighed the drawbacks,"
This tennis match was made easier and at least a· little more
said Mooradian. " The only
exiciting by the conspicuous absence of a net. (Craig P~rker
photo)
RETIRE, page 81

Voters ap).)rove town council
By Robert Bosworth
Durham residents voted
March 10 to abolish the present
board of selectmen and budget
committee in favor of adopting
a nine member town council and
a town administrator. According
to Board of Selectmen Chairman
Norman Stiles, the new system
will have no effect on Durham/University rel ations.
- Stiles said there will be "no
difference at all" since the new
system will continue the series
of relationships Durham Town
H all has with UNH. For instance, the Town and
Gown Committee designed specifically for handling Durham/University issues will be
kept intact under the new charter, Stiles said.

The new charte.r, which
needed a simple majority for ·
implement<1,tion, passed 568 to
376 and will begin after Jan. 1,
1988.
A commission was created
last year to draft a document for
the town's review anc;l possible
approval. According to Stiles,
the town government needed
restructuring because new, ways
are needed to govern a town
expanding in many ways, including 'p opulation and economics.
Stiles said the former system
was a " Seventeenth Century
government and we are one step
away from the 21st· Century."
The cost for instituting the ·
new system has been estimated
at $65,000, most of it going to
0

subsidize the hiring of a full time ad,m inistrator. He or she
would be responsible for all
operating .departments within
the town and be answerable to ·.
the town council.
Additional changes incluqe:
• The town clerk/tax collector would become an appointed
position in 1990.
• The treasurer would be come an appointed position.
• Budget and legislative duties will be transferred from the
tow~ meeting me~bers to the
council.
• Adoption of a six-year capital improvements plan, to be
. revised and updated yearly. The
plan will cover all major tow_n
facilities .

Bjorn Davis making the most of the warm weath.er. (Craig
Parker photo)

..

Bookmark creates
rape -awarenes.s
campus and in the community.
By Julie McDonald
The bookmark, a small yet
In .rn effort to educate UNH powerful piece of literature,
.women and men of the fine line gives practical advice to those
between consent and s~ual who find then;iselves in a quesassault a .. rape bookr,nark" has tionable situation.
been created by UNH student
"Trust your instincts. The
that essentially lists the "dos · moment_you feel uncomfortable,
and don'ts" of sexual encoun- ACT," is one alternative offered
ters.
to women w'ho may find them Christine Louis, a senior work selves in a pressure-filled sitµa study student in the Commu- tion.
·
ter/Transfer Center, developed
Men a·re given examples of
the bookmark
sterotypical male tactics that
"I got the idea from a work - would make them guilty of rape
shop at URI , (University of if those behaviors succeeded and
Rhode Island). I thought it was
are warned "If a woman does
an effective way to communicate
not cons; nt to having sex and
information that needed to be you guilt her into it, shame her
communicated."
inro _it, or overpower her into
Louis said she was inspired
it, JJOU are guilty of rape.
by a women's studies course and
Emily Moore, assistant dean
_. information she obtained from
of students, created the job· that
a letter written by a male student
allowed Louis the opportunity
at UNH that spoke on stereo- for devis ing the inform a ti ve
typical situations between men
bookmark . ,
_and women. She strove to con"She (Moore) wanted to have
vey the magnitude of the proba student in the positi·on of
lem that acquaintance. rape and
raising the level of conscioussexual explohation created on
ness· of students," Louis said. ·

a

The Seacoast Big Band i n rehearsal with jazz trumpeter Clark Terry in the MUB yesterday.
(Stu Evans photo)
·
:
.
'
·
·
/
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ON THE SPOT
How do you feel about Vice President George · .
·sushas a graduatio n commenc ement. speaker?
/

''I think it's great. It's, a
far cry better than last
year's speaker. It shows
- that we're not just
another college in New
Engla.n d. We're finally
getting some respect."
Tom Hale
Senior
Business Administration

''I think it is bad. He'll
probably turli his speech
· into a plug for his
campaign for president."
Jim Carlson
Sophomore
Business Administration

''It will be nice to have a
_celebrity on campus. He's
trying to get all of us ·
since we're going to be
taxpaying citizens soon.'~
Debbie Cassidy
Senior'
Business Adiriini,stration

.

. ''It's great. He spoke to
my history class~rin high
school. He's a really nice
man and very intelligent.
He is n 't responsible for
Reagan's actions. It's an
honor for him to come
here."
Etan Biscornet
Junior
Science
Political
Art/
major .
1

are being accept ed · in
the Senate Office
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CALENDAR
TUESDAY, MARCH 24
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES - "Theoretical Studies
of Magnetic and Electric Properties of Molecules," by Professor
R. Ditchfield, Dartmouth College. Room L- 103, Parsons·,
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m .
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES-"The Milan Model
of Family Therapy." Laura Fruggeri, a visiting professor
from the University of Parma, Italy discuss-es die evolution
of the Milan model of family therapy within the political
and social frame of Italia.n culture. Carroll/Belkna p Room,
.
MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.
~

SPANISH FILM SERIES-"Blood Wedding." Room 303,James,
4 p.m. $1 .

WEDNESDAY , MARCH 25

'

GERMAN FILM SERIES-"Strosz ek." Room 110, Murkland,
7:30 p.m., free .
TANET ATHERETON AND THE UNH BASSOON
"ENSEMBLE-Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
FACULTY LECTUE SERIES-"Roma ntic Love and the History
9f Japanese Literature." Presented by Shigehisa Kuriyama, ·
.
In,structor of History. Alumni Center, 8 p.m.

The a,r rival of spring break saw a surge in business for bus companies. (Peter Tamposi photo)

THURSDAY, MARCH 26
BROWN BAG-IT IN THE GALLERIES-C ONCERT: "The
Art of the Stadtpfeifer," performed by Renaissance Brass
,
Quintet. Galleries, Paul Arts, '12:30 p.m.

Stud ents face golde n debt
By Frank Moore
Whether we like it or not,
spring break is over and
unfortunately our priorities
must change.
It is time rn stop _worrying
about what number of sunscreen
to apply and time to start
worrying about that dreaded
economics pn,ject. It is time to
exchange your ski poles for
Shakespeare and Plato and
conti_nue procrastinating that
Englis.h term paper for "just a
little longer". And yes folks,
believe it or not, there is life
. ,
after All My Children.
How many times so far this
week have you .been asked,"So
· what did you do for spring
break?" Well, what do you say?
_ Ten UNH students spent the
break basking in the tropical
sun of the Bahamas.
"We went snorkelin,g, rented

mopeds and partied on booze
cruises," Claire Chapman, 21,
occupational therapy major said.
"We had a blast."
Not only does spring break
burn skin on your body but it
also burns a hole in your wallet.
"I have $15 to my name,"
Nicole Boisvert, 22, business
administration major said.
"I took a cash advance on my
Visa to .g et home," Chapman
said .
For San Diego State U niver-·
sity exchange student Chris
Townson Fort Lauderdale was ·
sort of a homecoming. "It made
me feel like I was back in San
Dieg9," Townson said.
The return to school was an
unexpected pleasant surprise
for Townson. "It was great to
come back and see most of the
snow gone," he said. "I can't ~ait
until I can get up in the morning

and throw a pair of shorts on."
Yet, not all of us were beach
potatoes praying to Helios, God
·
of the Sun.
'T just relaxed and caught up
·o n my sleep because I had four
papers to write," Debi Thomas,
19, social work major said.
"I had a chance to catch up .
on my soaps," Heather Colby,
20, Russ,ian major said . ' Tm
broke so I couldn't have gone
anywhere anyway," she said.
. Unfortunately spring break
is over. At least for the :next two
weeks we can walk with our
heads held high showing off that
golden glow.
And instead of asking students "what did you do for
spring break?" try asking "how
much money did you _$pend?"
Perhaps that is the question
pan;nts are pondering now.

EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM -"Recent studies in the
Gulf of Maine," Dr. Wendell Brown and Dr. Jim Irish, Dept.
·
of Earth Science. Room 119,James, 4 p.m.
LA TIN -AMERICAN FILM SERIES -"Gaijin," A Brazilian
Odyssey. Heroic chronicle of Japanese emigration to Brazil
seeking wealth on Brazilian coffee plantations. Murkland
"
.
Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m., $ 1.
MUSO FILM- "Terms of Endearment." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., stu_d ents $1, general $2. ·
BALO MEN OS LECTURE SERIES - "Ordering the Universe :
The Role of Mathematics," by Arthur Jaffe of Harvard. This
. series of lectures intended for intelligent non -specialists
interested in math and education . Room L-103, Parsons,
·
4p.m.
CLARK STEVENS DISTINGUISH ED LECTURE SERIES
IN WILDLIFE ECOLOGY - Sponsored by Dept. of Forest
Resoun;:es. "Timber Wolf_Ecology in Northeastern Minnesota,"
presented by Dr. L. David Mech. Room L-W3, Parsons, 8: 15
. p.m.

CALENDAR INFORMATIO N MUST BE SUBMITTED TO ,
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- ·
weekly throughout the academic ,year. Our offices are located in R?om
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. :
Office hours: Monday - F'riday 10. am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
_ )24 .00. Third dass postage paid at D~rham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
'· check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
·responsible for typograph•,:al or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an adveniserrient in which--a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address change,s to The New Hampshire,
. 151 MUB, UNH, Durharri, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
· by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

Cath olic Student
Organization
meeting
Main Street was lacking one thing over break - students. (Stu
Evans photo)

(

-I

IISIAICH PAPI RS,
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order -Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Nliil aq"q:~,~J;;~~~2

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

eeting to plan
pcoming social spirl~rt ..,_ l
nd commni ty events. ·-..
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ACADEM IC
UNH LONDON PROGRAM: Application packets
now available from Carol Demeritt , Room '52,
Hamilton Smith.

· ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
SECOND-QUARTER PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES: Sponsored by Dept. of Physical Edu cation. Spring Physical Education elective activity
classes begin Monday, March 23 through May 12
except for tennis which begins on April 6 through
May 12.
SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB TRAININ(; : Training for beginners .to advanced . Mon., Wed., Thur.,
6-YW p.m.; Fri. 4-'5:30 p.m .; Sar. 10-11 a.m. New
Hampshire Hall Stage. ·
INTRAMURAL HAU: HOCKEY OFFICIALS TIMERS AND SCORERS NEEDED: _Anyone
interested in officiating/ timing/scoring intramura l
men's and women's hall hockey beginning week
of March 30, contact Michele Arbour, Dept. of Rec.
Sports, 862~2038.

CAREERS
PERSONNEL AND RESOURCES CAREER
PANEL: Sponsored by Career Planning & Place ment. 4 panelists dis cu ss their careers and
o·portunities for college grads i~ personnel.
Wednesday, March 25, Forum Ro<>m, Library, 7

p.m.
COMPUTER SERV ICES
Non-- credit ~ourses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Use Computer
Se'r vices Training Menu for on line registration
or call 3667 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster.
All courses are held in Stoke Cluster Classroom
unless otherwise specified.
ADVANCED WORDPERFECT : Introduces the
WordPerfect user to the advanced features of
WordPerfect. The spelling checker and thesaurus ,
merging text, creating and using macros will be
covered. Prerequisite: Beginning WordPerfect.
Monday , March 30 .and Wednesday, April l from
9 a.m . to noon.
,1

ON -LINE ORDERING FOR SY ST E M 107>2
DOCUMENTATION:A quick, hands-on rundown .
of the online ordering procedure for system 1032
documentation . Come armed wii:h a P03 (which
will be used to charge actual purchase cost to your
budget when the documentation arrives), and you
will be taken thru the or~ering procedure. Pre:
VMS account with access to I 032. Th ursday, March
26, 9 to 11 a.m.

GENERAL

VIETMAN VETl :RAN SPEAKS ON CENTRAL
AMERI CA: Sponsdred by Committee: ()n _Centra l
America . Former Congressiona l Medal ot Honor
Winner Char lie Liteky speaks on the paralle ls
between Centra l America and Vietnam. Liteky fasted
for 40 &1ys in October to protest the war. Thurs~iay,
March 26, Ri>om 4, Horton, 7 p.m.
· ' PIZZA LUNCHES : J<iin other non-traditional
studen~s for pizza on Fridays at the: Non -Trad!tional_
•,_ Student Center for$ I -per slice from noon to I p.m.
·
slice ff.om noon to l p.m.
BOATING COURSE: The Coast (iuard Auxiliary
will be presenting a 6 session " Boating Skills_ a'.1d
. Seamanship" course at UNH, Wednesday evenmgs,
beginning April I st. Conta~t Ken Toppi_n at Jackson
Lab, 862-2 175 for rc:gistrat1on and derails.
NEED SOMEONE TO SUBLET YOUR APARTMENT?: Find o ur what your responsibilities are
·as a sublessor - how to protect yourself. At-ty. Craig
Evans, Student Legal Services, ~nd ~aggie Morris<~n,
Commuter / Transfer Center will discuss these topics
and more Thursday, March 26, Hillsborough Room ,
MUB. 1-2 p.m . and Tuesday, March 3 1, Belknap
· ·
·
Room, 7-9 p.m.

HEALTH
SAFE RIDES: A service for stL1dents providing
safe transportati<;n home_ for drivers under the
influence of alcoho l and / or other drugs and / or ·
those riding with them. Thursday. Fridays, and
Saturdays from IO p.m._to 2 a.m. Call 862-14 14.

problem i enco untered continuously was the, issue of lack of
funds." This, Mooradian claims.
'-' was a minor reason for leav-

will form a committee to undergo a national search for the
successor.
"I think that that is the best
rng.
way to do it," said Carbonneau.
The thought ·of leaving his · Mooradian agreed, although he
office first occurred during an mentioned there were some
NCAA meeting held in Los worthy' candidates at UNH.
Angeles.
"I don't want to give any
"The owner of the agen'cy, names 1 but there are peop.le on
talked with Andy and his fam - this staff who would be capable
ily, " said Carbonneau. "Andy of doing the job ...
walked into President Haaland's · Mooradian would like to see
office during the break (Wed - a "take-charge" kind of guy
nesday) and informed him of . suc.:ceed him.r" Leadership is an
his decision . l ·w asn't reallv important characteristic in this
,
surprise&"
.
job," said Mooradian.
It would make sense tor
His new job- is an interestin_g
one. "I will become president Carbonne;;iu to take the job, but
of the sports divisi<)n there," · "Junie" has been granted an
said Mooradian. "That means early retirement and- will leave
I'll be working with both NCAA when his' boss does .
teams and individual athletes
Mooradian defines his l<~ng
in coordinating travel sche - period of service as both .. redules." His salary will increase warding and exciting." "I met
from his athletic director earn - a lot of people along the way
rngs.
and the whole process was
· According to both Mooradian valuable," he said.
and Carbonneau, the University

AL -ANON MEETIN.G: Sporisored by Health
Education, Health Services . Individuals affected
by another's . use of alcohol or other dr ugs are
welcome. Mondays. Wolffe House ; noon to I p.m.
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: Spon sored - by -Health Ed ucation , H~a lth Services .
Individuals concerned about their drug use are
welcome. Tuesdays. Wolff Hi>use, 6-7 p .m.
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING :
Sponsored by Hea lth Educatior:i , H ~alt_h Services.
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug
use are welcome. Wednesdays , Wolff House, noon
to I p.m.,
ADU L T CHI.LO.REN OF ALC OH"C>lICS:
Sponso'red by Health Education, Health Service~.
Meeting for iodividuals .a.ffected by a parents
problem drinking. I bursdays, Underwood House,
7-8:_1,0 p.m.

_kinko•s·

ALCOHO LICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Spon sored by He~lth Education, Health Servi~es. ~lo~ed
meeting for women concerned abou't their dnnkmg
or drug _use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon ~o I p.m.

creat copies. Creat people.

~
,

MEETINGS

. MEMORIAL UNION PRIORITY SCH EDULING
DEADLINE: The deadline for scheduling e_v ents
in the MU B for 1987-88 is Friday. April 3. Any
requests received after the deadline will be honore_d
on a first-come , first-served basis. Please submtt .
requests in writing. Contact the Scheduling Office,
Room 322, MUB, 862-1526. ·
SANDWICH LUNCHES: Non -traditional students
can make your own sandwich for a reasonable price
at the Non-TraditionaJ Student Center on Tuesdays
in March from I I :30 a.m. to I :30 p.m .
LUMBERJACK COMPETITION: Sponsored by
UNH Woodsmen Team/Dept. Rec. Sports Annual
intercollegiate lumberjack competition .-College
teams from Maine , New Hampshire, Vermont,
New York, New Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario.
.Plus a professional lumberjack team compet_ing
as a demonstration . Events include: Crosscut Sawcutting through a log with a 2-mah crcisscut saw
for speed. Buck-saw-cutting through a log with a
l~man bucksaw for speed. Log Rolling-handling
large logs with peaves . .Axe Throwing -throwing
a double bitted axe at a target for accuracy. Saturday,
March 28, Boulder Field/Putnam Pavilion, 8 a.rh.
to 5:30 p.m. No charge to the public for admission.

~

51 Main Street, Durham
868-6322

...

·.

N1tswEEPSTAKES!
~ "'l\NTER THE PAC1:,:,1C
1

UNH MODEL UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION M EETING: Anyone interested in the
worhngs of t_he ~.N. or in arcencling a collegj~te
U.N. s1mul at1on -1s welcome. Sundays , Room :>zS ,
Horton , 7 p.m.

rt_

SUMMER TERM

UNH DEBAT E SOCIETY ME ETING : Le·arn to
speak e°ffectivdy and informatively through
speeches and ,debates . Mondays, Room 310, Horton
SSC 8: 15 p.m .

'1'0~ · UNlVE.Rs

~os .

·.

J~~

Stir your imagination

COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AM ERICA MEETING: Organization meeting, April 25 , Anti-War
March in Washington, D.C.; speaker John Stockwell,
former C.I.A. offi"cer; University of El Salvador
projects . Tuesday, March 24, Merrimack Room,
MUB,6 p.m.

and challenge your mind. Give yourself
a summer you'll remember for a lifetime:
A summer at Boston University!
We're waiting for you with over 400 stimulating sub;ect areas from bu~iness and engineering to liberal arts and
communications; education and nursing to theology and
social work.
· .
We offer a distinguished faculty, outstanding academic
resources, and the unique atmosphere of Boston .
Enroll up to 16 credit hours during our two summer sessions:
Session I (May 19- fune 27), and Session II (lune 30- August 8).
Sehd for a free 1987 Summer Term Bulletin and Gpide to
Boston Summer Events and learn to en;oy summ·er more!
· Register by mail or in person beginning April 21.

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZAITON MEETING : Planning and information about upcomin_g
events. Tuesday, March 24, Room 15, Ca.thol1c
Student Center, 8 p.m.
NSSLHA MEETING: All communication . disorders majors welcome. Discussions concer°:ing
grad school with Dr. Tokay and new sweatshirts .
Wednesday, March 25, Grafton Rootr1, MUB, 7
p.m .

Put a little. class in your.summer.

---------------.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

frrn s, ROOM

322, MUB. (Obse rve deadlines
on proper forms)

) Yes! Please send ,me more information about
Boston University's 1987 Summer Term.
Name _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - -- -

I
I
Address - -- - -- - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -~
City _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ State _ _ Zip _ __ __
Tired of your ol~ record collection_?
I Telephone - -- -- - - ~ - -- - - -- - - - -- - I
College/University _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
!I••··············································
I
All people may have opinions~ i I
Ifi••····••l
Mai l to :
:
I
Boston University, Summer Term 1987,
I
I
755 Commonwealth Avenue, Room 201
; - but only the opinions in ~
Boston, MA 02215
I
I
• ii the Forum are _1!_oticed. §i I
Call 617/353-6000 or mail this~coupon today! · I

The
·New Ha111pshire

..
I

h•••••••••••••••••••u■■••••••••••■■•••••••••••••••••••■•II

L

---------------Bosto n Universi ty's policies provide for e 4 ual opport u nity a n d affirmative action in
·
admission to all pro~rams of the Un ivers i ty. ·

J
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Studen ts benefi t
from job.fai r
en homes.
"I went through a lot of the
walked
she
as
As soon
same problems as thes.e kids,
through the door a ·man jumped . so I w ii I find i t ea s ier to he Ip
at her and asked her how she them," Brooks said. She also
had heard abour the Summer found just what she was looking
Job Fair, held March l O in the for at the Summer Job Fair.
MUB. Next she saw rows and
Other employees available for
rows of tables with _-people guidance and information inbehind them -waiting to dish ()Lit cluded YMCA 's, resorts, recreapamphlets to her. She walked tion departments, construction
around until she saw S<)me·thing companies, stores, restaurants,
that caught her eye. She stopped residential life, and others - all
to talk to the man behind the
offering experien(e in manage table and she realized that it men _t, sales, public relations, ·
wasn't so bad. In foct she learned office work, computer work,
a great deal.
outdoor work and education .
Christina Gorky, 9- graduating A n yo n e w h ;> be 1i e v e d t he
senior business management Summer Job Fair would be a
major in the Thompson School, · waste of time were apparently
found what she needed in. Office wrong since many people whQ
Specialists and Kelley Services.
Students found a world of job opportunities at the latest job fair. (Stu Evans photo)
attended the event found a good
"f'm looking for something summer j<?b and possibly a
to get n'le situated and maybe
permanent job.
.
.
give me some ideas for the
. .. .
future," Gorky said.
,_
.
.
These temporary services can
help her find clerical or technical
work, accounting jobs, manage- .
ment positions and; more. Gorky
can work from a week to a
month at various cornpanies.
She will gain a great dea'l ~<)f
experience and possibly find a ·
permanent po'sition in one of
_
the companies.
After working "too many
summers indoors," Tom Hale,
a senior in ·WSBE, decided he
wan_ted something 4ifferent.
'Tm looking for an etijoyable
· outdoors type job that pays
well," Hale said. He discovered . . •
wha f,g; l:ie·. w_a s looking foi t by ··
talking to the representafive
from Carnp Echo Lake . He
learned that he could get lead,ers hip and public relations
experience, make money, and
have fun while doing it.
Upward Bound is the ticket
for Esandra Brooks, a pre-med
freshman. Organized by the ·
.,
federal g<)vernment, Upward
Bound is designed to help less
privileged high school students
to adjust to the college scene ..
During the summer., usually
before their senior xear, high
school students come _to live on
ca111pus with .u_ndergra _y uate· _
sti.:i'derits · who inform . them
about c61 I.ege Ii fe . . Brooks is
intereste·d in pediatrics and
cou-n~eling children from brok-

By Beth Goddard

J'••·····················•,l'.•-·-·---················•,I'.•··--.--•.•-·-·-----•,.-...........,,.,,_._._._._....,...~--
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Jenkins Court

We Dellver
7 days a week

5 p.m .-nli dnig ht
\\'S

k\

•.,,,.

~

\bes8 ntu•• o
ad" t\11\e\.

Steam up, ski down, bus .back.
Experts only. .

$79 including lunch in a
souvenir fanny pack .
Three schedules per day, weekends, starting April 4, weather
permitting. Multi-day and lodging
packages, and group rates available . Ro·und trip sight-s.eeing
tickets available .

Call for reservations and Info

1-800-922-TUCK
The Mount Washington
CogRallway
Mt. Wa•hlngton, NH

-·------------

Fast service
ca I/ ·868~2009
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MISSED THE GAME?

{continued fron~ page 1)

find out who won in

The New Hanipshire

Campus Rage
Boxer shorts with your own custom imr>ri1tt
Show off yo~r dorm, fraternity or sorority ...
Place your order now
In-House Art Dept

603/431-8319
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1) , Portsmouth. N .H

r~.

. ·

-

~_.;~ .

1

~:~

UNIVE.R SITY
EYECA RE

53 Main St., Durham, N.H.

,

s6s-1092

·

For All Your Optical
·

Needs

_

•Quality Ey·e care
;,- /
•Full Service
•Eye _E xaminations

experience is not enough to see
how the -senate works." said
_
Jones.
According to Apsey, current
student body president Jay Ablondi said spending the summer in office provides the experience
of performing as senator. Apsey
claimed this gap in experience
cou Id be made up over . the
summer when he would be able
to learn the ropes.
"I plan on spending the
summer here -if I'm elected in
order to become educated about
some of the administrative
policies of the University," said
Apsey.
The Jones/Clarke ticket has
the diversity necessary to be a
complete ticket, according to
Jones. Jones said he is a male
Greek member while Clarke is
a female and a non-Greek. Jones·
said this will ensure that all the
student population is represented in executive affairs .
"It's input on all levels," said
Jones. "It adds a whole different
c:1pproach to both sides."
~·our differences will compliment each other," said Clarke.
"Bu _t we both have the same
goals."
One major issue which will'

come up next year is the renewal
of the shuttle contract. Renewal
of this contract, wh·ich provides
students with shuttle service
at the cost of ncdrly $ J 00,0CJO
a year will depend on the
senate's support. Jones _said he did not know .
:whether he believed this con- ·
- tract should be renewed. He said
he was weighing the pros and
cons of the contract by ta-lking
to commuters who frequent the
prepaid rides and the students
who pay but do not ufilize the
system.
A not her issue which Jones
forsees for next term is a non~
renewal bill. The bill, which
prevents troublesom·e students
from receiving University housing. the following school year,
was shot down in the senate this
semester.
The bill that was denied left
too much power and room for
bias in the hands of resident
assistants and hall directors, said
Jones. He said the system also
deals out punishment and then
allows the student to prove
his/her innocence.
"The students are guilty until
proven innocent," said Jones.
"It's a faulty system."

-S.UHHER JDES!!!!
SAVE 20% -o'ff all sunglasses in stock

bollc.

- ~

rvuAPNFT,

' - ~·
SUNGLAS SES~ Styles

.a.,: iCL'·S,f '.

l1 •

BAUSCH & LOMB

Include: •Ray-Ban •Vuarnet
•Solle' •Serengetti •Carrera

rr,e ,w11u ~ lillt"~I

~ul)(,jl,1~~

Sale Ends March 27, .1987

·u pward ·B ound
•Tutor -_Counsefors'

*Work with high school students;
*Residential UNH program; .
*June 12 to August 14;
*Work-study preferred;
-*More Informat ion & Applica.
tions
Robinson House, 862-1562;-.
*Applications due March 27th
1

l

WE WORK AS
LATE AS YOU DO

l<]

0

us help PJJI lhines in

perspective..·

Whenever you need clear, quality copies, come to
Kinko ·s-. We. re open early, open late, and open
~tt~n~.

.

·.

When you're working late, ifs good to know vou're not
·
·
working alone. · .

kinko•s~

Gordon-Conwell Seminary will help you
develop the ability to communicate the
Scripture cfearty and effectively. Learn to use
the tools of biblical interpcetation. Develop
consistency in preaching theological issues:
Understand these issues in their historical ·
perspective. Preaching clinics and the per-

Fulfillyourcall;cometoGord on-Conwell.
· Write today for more infor~ation on our
pastoral mini!?try curriculum at Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, South Hamilton,
Massachusetts 01982. Or call u■ nationwide
at 1-aoo-GCTS-FAX; locally at 1-617-4687111,

sonalized critique from wise instructors will
help you develop your pastoral preaching ·
style.

, - - - - ... _________ 7
ACNH/P I
I /would/Ike...

Gordon-Conwell puts the Bible at the
center of all its programs. We hold a firm
stance on the inerrancy of Scripture. You'll find

I

this strength in what we offer: four degree
programs - Master of Divinity, Master of
Religious Education, Master of. Arts in .
Theological Studies and Doctor of Miriistry .:..
each with its own range of options.

1

I
_acatalog&application
I
to talk with a representative ·
I
my telephone#(_)_-_ _
best time to c a l l _ _ _ _ _ I
·I
_tovisitthe-campus
_other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

_

.,

·I
I
I

'1
I
I
I

Creat copies. creat people.

51 Main Street; Durham
868-6322

"The proposal that stands
now is unacceptable," agreed
Clarke.
Jones said he would like to
see something along the same
lines of a non-renewal bill, but
something that would be
worked through the judicial
boards which are already in
existance.
Jones said there will be
changes made in the senate
budget process if he is elected
president. He said the U niversity hands their budgets in for
senate approval and the senate
is no.t know legahle enough on
the budget to mak~ major questions which wou Id lead to rev1s1ons.
His administration would
implement a ''master plan"
according to Jones, which would
start educating students in the
fall on the budgets. Senators
would'be urged to attend special
budget meetings scheduled during common exain times to
avoid conflicts. There they could
mold the budgets and smooth
out any problems they had with
them, Jones said_
Public safety will come under
his scrutiny as well if elected
said Jones. Jones said the questio.n of whether Public Safety,
under its current role, is nee- ·
cessary at UNH.
Jones suggested looking into
reducing the role of Public
Safety from carrying guns and
dr;ivin_g squad cars to carrying
flashlights and walking.
He said the money saved from
cutting down in this area could
be put into hiring the services
of the Durham police in cases
where strong enforcement was
needed.
The student government will
improve its affairs with the
town of Durham under _his
direction said Jones. He said the
restructuring of the Durham
government, which is underway,
is an opportunity to get students
in the town government. '
"It's an excellanc time to get
one .or two students on the board
with the voting power we have;"
said_Jones. He said this would give rriore
student input on issues town
issues such as zoning and \v()uld
improve town campus relations.
Jones promised if elected he
would run a tight ship on the
senate. He said he would expect
every senator to perform his/her duties and said he would
come down hard on senat-ors
who were dead weight.
Jones said there has been a
problem with apathetic senators
in the past who are negligent
in .their functions.
"There are a few senators not
-in there to work, they're io there
for resumes," said Jones.
. For . the most pari, ·Jones
-expressed a desire to ,continue
the progress which has bee-n
· d b h Ab IOn d1· a d'ffi I·n IS
ma e Y t e
Cration. He said this admin·,i sera tion has found the ba.ppy
medium of good relations with
the administration while S,t ill
maintaining unyielding 5hrnds
on several issues.
" I want to ta k et h a_t c1.n'd.· go
' .
with it," said Jones.
Jones denied any c_-onf_li'cits
would interfere with his ability
to do the job effectively. He said

i

si

Name _ _~ - - - - -

Address________
- _state_ZipCode _
City _ _

Undergraduate S c h o o l _ ~ - ' - - - -

· :\:r~~~-
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I
I
·1
I ]
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1

he did not plan to stop ]'articipation in the crew .club, b·ut

crew would go before his,- pr:eORDON-'CONWEII
0
· .
suffered.
?.~~-.~L_p_,£M_,N_A~v_ll , . ] .. sidency
·:: _,L_HE_:_
· , ''.It's a decision I want to make
next,yea_r if possible,'' saidjo•n 'es.
Gonlot,-Cotwo/1 r,-iog;c.,s.n,.,.rydoesnotd,sc,, ;,,,~_;,,,..blls,so/race....... n~,,,,,,.,JX.,,,ry,co'J(JHI. - · ~•nd,capor....,.n,,.tus
''.·I ,w.afl't ·to see if.l can ha·ndle
... _,,' . .. '.·,.
==-:J)E;C:;:;:=::::::~• ' .-. it_-'_' ..
~•===-=f'4Cl=:= =:!S"C===•~i;¢1E==-==•'4tl=;::==::::IP1
.
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(continued from page l )
critcisrn. for their lack of diver- hetter," Apsey said .
issues .
Apsey said he is in fo vo r of
De s pit e argument s to r he _sit y ~ Opposing candidate
co ntr a ry, Harc () urt s a id they Warner Jones referred to them a non-renewal bill, which denies
have the e xperience neccesary as a "dry ticket" bec1use of their access to the dorm from stude nts
who abu se the systen1 constanty
to take the job. Besides differenr similar background.
not seriously e nough to be
but
represnot
Hardoes
icket
"t heir l
administrativ e experiences,
court said both he and Apsey ent enough of the .student body,'. ' evicted. He said he was unsat have developed ~1 knowledge of said Jones . "Represent is ! he isfied with the previous bill
whi_ch failed, citing it as "rushed
the senate while s~rving as key word there." .
through.''
~imonly
the
said
Harcourt
seflators.
According to Apsey, Residen "We are verv familiar with ilarities the two have is their .
the proc~s s es ~nd procedures membership in Ka-ppa Sigma tial L ife Chairperso n Rob
· Rodler is working on ,a "worof the student senare," Harcourt fraternity, and ,their gender:
·
said.
"Our feelings on different kable model." He said he would
Harcourt said he has also issues are very diverse," ,Apsey be for the bill if the roles of the
served as resident assistant , said. He said Harcourt concen- ' non-renewa l committee were
president of Lord Hall, and trates Of) humanitarian groups laid out clearly, ani if this role
performs administrativ e Juries such as the Committee on Cen- differed from the the judicial
tral America and student organ - board.
for freshman camp.
This system would' "ease the
Apsey said their lack of time izations ; while he participates
" of the judicial board, and
load
fraternity.
.
bis
s
a
_
,and
seen
be
theatre
uld
in
cu
senate
in the
'. The fact one isn't a ·male or rid . the dorms '"of offenders who 'Spri ng weather has led to a renewal of outdoors meetings,
a plus because they ,would pro.
•
I
vide fresh ideas to the senate. · female isn't the question," aren/'t taken care of by fudicial
both canines and people. (Loreen Costello photos)
with
said.
Apsey
board,"
He said they could comhine Harcourt said.
Apsey said he supports
"'Male and female doesn't
· what experience they had with
new concepts to get things done. mean diverse, " agreed Apsey . changes- in the shuttle system,
"We're not conforming t~ a "The bottom line is. the beliefs- which will be reviewed next
-~ •
Iot of old accepted policies of of the individuaJ aQd how strong- semester. He said he is for the ' • 'Jk,~
outer route which provides vital
.
ly he feels about them.·_·
the se_nate," Apsey said .
transportati on for many com.If elected Apsey'said he would
Apsey used the admfoistra~
muters.
tive budget process as an exam- press the administratio n to fund
However, Apsey said the
ple, to which he would install the renovations to the field
. a .. new working order." He said house. He said he would su.pp_ort inner route is a waste of money .
currently budgets are given to these renovations even if cuts He said he would be for limiting
the route to ·a few runs or
sen i tors at the meeting ·which had to be made in other areas ..
An iinproved field 'house abolishing it completely.
discusses and v0.tes on~ the .
"Most places the inner route
budget. Thus senators are not would benfit not only the athable to analyze therri effectively. letes but the entire University, - goes to students c.an walk to,"
The budgets should be Apsey said. He said 60 to 70 Apsey said.
Both candidates said if electbrought before senators a. few percent of the ~tudent populaweeks· before the meeting .. in- tion Lises the facility, and it ed, thei~ roles would remain top
stead of one hour before" said would promote a better i1nage priorities, J\psey said his last
. Apsey. This way senators can of the U ~iversity to the outside play for theatre would be this
spring if he is. elected. Harcourt
ask '"concrete questions, not for community.
said his vice-preside n~y would
into
look
to
to
questions
promised
asking
Apsey
the sake of
win out in a c onflict with his
sound good.' '
the parking situation, referring
participatio n on: the lacrosse
Apsey said this would allow to the current siti.1ation as
team .
th e s~r ators to discuss and "absurd." He said he would form
:·when I dn somethi ng J do
chan ge th e budget before the , a p anel of s tudents and faculty
it right," Apsey said. "I've made
· to come up with solutions to the
/. meeting it is voted on.
a. deciston to run for .p resident .
·
:Because both candidates a re problem .
and I' m g oin g to g iv e it 1 l 0
set
be
same
to
'"The process needs
m ales and members of the
fraternity, they have received in motion. l,t's not getting any
P ercent."
· ----------------------------~
-----•
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Applications are _available from
Monday, March 23 through
Friday,_April 1O_-in,the Admissions
Office, Grant House (y.e llow house
directly across the_·street from .
Sawyer Hall.) : ·
- Application deadline is·-Friday, .
April 10 at 4:30 p.m. ·

= -,

I-

i

V

(.,

1

Inforlllation sessions' for
-· prospective Reps will be held ·
on the following-days :

clueless about the issues ... ·
• P arking?
• Snack bar?
•Facul ty? ·
• Budgets ?' • Any ideas ?

)

Studen-t Senate .

Gripe Line _

-

-==-~- -

I

• . 862-1494 •
-

_Tuesday,_March 31
3:30-5:30 p.m.- ·
Belknap Rm., MUB
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Seeks
,;~ an Assistant ·
~ · , · Business Manager
/

~ " '

a

for Fall' 87-Spring-'88
GriiJ,t Experience!
Job requires 6-8 hrs. per
weekdoing general account- .
ing afld business management.

,

Wedn·esday, April 1
· - . 7:00~- 8:30 p.m.
Belknap -R m., MUB
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STUDENT Aw ARD~
.II
NOMINATIONS ~
«d+

for the fol _lowing 'awards should be submitted to the Studem
Awards Committee, Dean of St~dents Office, by March 30th:

ERSKINE MASON AW ARD:
"to the senior 'Nho is distinguished for most consistent porogress and
·
.
achievement." ·

•

-·•••
••
•••
••
••
••
•

"to _the sopho1~10.re woman showi ng the greatest promise of outsta~ding
ach 1evemen t 111 A meric;~n citizenship, leadership, and scholorshi p."

15 film passFilm. Series t~shirt-

I

I

(100% cotton beefy-t)

$10.00
$7.00 .

'-

·: TOTAL ORIGINAL
,: ~ STUDENT COST
'-

•

1

$17.00
...

DEAN WILLIAMSON AW ARD:

.•
••

••
:•

~0~0~~~

The recipient should be earning p<;1rt or all of her way through school.
"to that senior who has beenoutstanding and well n·) uhded in extracurricular

activities, scholarship, athletics, and loyalty to the University."

1899 PRIZE:

•

r

HELEN DUNCAN JONES -AW ARD:

$10

:
•••

.

, : . Available at the door of any film series presentation ·:
:
: or at the MUSO-office-Rm 14~ MUB *1485

"to that senior with the highest ideals of good citizenship." -

Nomination forms are available in the Dean of Students Office,
Huddleston Hall.

..................................~········~·············=

mµch,, much more

Doyouknow .·
what happens
at_the Student S,e. ·

The_New Hampshire
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OPEN SEASON,
IF YOU'RE GAME ...
.

.

'

.

· The New Hampshire Advertising, Of£ice is hunting
for dynamic individuals who are creative,· .
energetic and self .motivated. ·T_h efoUOwing
·po:s itions are open:
,.. ,.

ADVERTISING MANAGER
· -·Supervise three employees; oversee. all aspects cf
advertising including clie~t relations; a .cl production;
·sales; a .nd circulation. Individual must be mature,
dedicated, · responsible, and. able to be -a manager.
.10-15 hou.ri/Week:·· ~- :
· ·.-· --; , ~ ·t- · ...

.ADVERTISING ASSOCIATES.
'

.,,

-handle classified anJd display .a dvertising, sell new
accoun~s, assist in ad production. 10 hours/week.

N 6 Experience Necessary

Pick up an application _,
. in Room 108, MUB ·
I',!'

M-F 10-3 p.m. · .
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Editorial
George .Bush and ·UNH: A perfect.match
Two weeks ago, the University revealed
its choice for this semester's commencement
speaker -. Vice President George Bush. The
fir st thought that jumps into most minds
is that -Bush is using the University for a
political springboard. But the University
also has a lot to gain from having Bush speak
at commencement. While Bush is not the
best choice education-wise, he is far and
. away the best choice publicity-wise.
Bringing Bush and his campaign bandwagon to Durham ·will certainly result in
emotional protest by those who object to
· the Reagan administration's reactionary
policies. This is to be expected, and in this
·
age of stµdent apathy, welcomed.
Students might well protest th~ir lack
of voice in choosing a speaker. While
students are on a board considering speakers, they can only make suggestions to
President Haaland, who makes the final .
decision. It could only help to make the
se·a rch for a speaker more public, so
students, especially seniors, could have real

result iQ some national publicity, which
UNH and G rdon Haaland -need to help .
establish the school as a major public
university.

input into who will speak at their graduation.
.One disturbing aspect of Bush's v1s1t is .
the. fact that he is -speaking for only one
reas_on: to· pick up votes, both for the New
Hampshire primary and, he hopes, the
, subsequent presidential eleqion. It is all
too clear that Bush,is not going to speak
to the graduates because of his commitment
to education - he is speaking becaµse of
his commitment to George Bush. Bush is
def inately using UNH to further his
political career.
On the other hand, having Bush as a_
. commencement speaker is . a tremendous
coup for UNH. The University has never
had a current President or Vice President
speak at a commencement. Bush certainly,
would be one of the most prominent
speakers UNH has had in recent memory.
This could benefit the University greatly.
, For one, UNH would be in the media
spotlight for at least a few days. This would __

All the nationwide publicity pushes,
alumhi ,c ontacts, and promotional pamphlets cannot match a good two-ininute
spot on the-three major television networks.
A few days basking u nder the camera lights
wou_ld only help sell the University, ·and
having B.~sh speak at May's corrimencement_can only bring mo.re camera lights. ·
In this sense, the University is using Bush
·
to further their cause.
With Bush using UNH and UNH using
Bush, there are no losers - except of course,
the seniors. They have a commencement
speaker who does not really care about them
or _their education and they have a University that seems intent on hav,i.ng a
speaker whi) will make mor_e of a public
relations impact than an educational impact.
It is painfully _clear who is being used.

J ,·

l,

I

Stoke

women's movement stood for equal
opportunity and equal pay for equal
work. However, when I hear about
things like a protest against the
To the Editor:
· selling of a swimsuit calendar by
a group of feminists I am forced Dear Students,
.
to question what the motives really
Many of ·you have heard or read
are.
about an alleged case of sexual
Have the protestors forgMten
assault in Stoke Hall February 20 .
that there · is a basic, biological
Unfortunately, many conflicting
difference between men and women
rumors are b~ing reported in the
that can never be changed? When
media and by word-of-mouth.
we grow up and reach puberty our
It is-and has been for a long timedifferent hormones become active,
our policy at the University- to take
estrogen in women and testm,terone
any report of such an incident
in men , and our bodies grow and
seriously and investigate it thodevelop differently. These differroughly; we do not tolerate, nor
ences are what make men and
ignore, violations of our community
women attractive to each other; this
standards and local, state and federal
- is a law of riature.
laws.
Sometime, take a walk through
But it also is our duty to respect ·
the hallway of a girls' dormitory
and protect the privacy and r ights
and notice how many of the doors
of those involved.
have pictures of well endowed and
Through our crisis counselors,
scantily clad men on them . Yc)U see,
we offer the victim immediate,
if you take this standpoint it is a
informed and con1passionate suptwo-way street. Here , these men
port; counseling is available as well
are just as one-dimensional, bodies
as for other stude nts, who may be
with no feelings, no intellect and
disturbed by this alleged incident.
one purpose. Is this an example of
We also believe that anyone
the exploitation of men?
accused of a crime has a right to
Take another look at the media
due process-a fair hearing by an
and see that what has been said
impartial board or court.
about the portrayal of women is
It is important that members of
not entirely 'true. Look with open
our University community-and
minds and see that there is a
beyond-understand and s1:1pport this
growing number of women doctors, ·
basic right.
I urge each of you to beware of lawyers, senators, _and even a woman running for the Vice-Presidency.
rushing to judgement, or accepting
None of these women are viewed
without question what you read or
as sexual objects.
hear and of passing along hurtful
Yes, it is a fact that men are
rumors. It is the responsibility of
· each of us not to jump to conclusions ge·nerally physically stronger than
women, but did you know that
in such a serious matter.
women have higher enduran.ce
J. Gregg Sanborn · levels and a higher threshold for
Dean for Student Affairs
pain? There are many advantages
to being a woman, the world is open
to us and there is progress to -be
made. So if all you q ilendar pro ~
testo-rs wou,ld kindly remc)ve the
chips from your shoulders and face
To the Editor:
some basic facts you could join the
I ai-n a woman and I have always
rest of us thinking and op~n-minded
been under th{'. impression that th~
~omen in a rea_l ~orm of protest:

Protest

the gaining ot know ledge and
education that will put us in a
position to compete alongside the
men of the world and make our own
mark upon it. This is what true,
equality is.
Sandra Faucett

Forun1
To the Ediwr:
I am writing this letter to defend
Mr. Alexander's article; "Marston
Country Club,'' pu,blished in la s t
Friday's New HarnpJhire. Although
• I d·o consider some of his terms
pertaining to the Honors students
unnecessary , I have to agree with
Mr. Alexander's basic message . 1
am one of the Marstonites who
"didn ' t make the grade," and is
therefore being thrown out. I say
"thrown out" because I was never
asked to leave; it was assumed by
the Honors Program and Residential Life that those of us who weren't
of the academic elite would, simply
pack their bags and leave quietly .
' And I for one resent this assump- ·
tion.
I'd like to state the main reason
for why I am against the Honors
Program taking over Marston, a
· point that was also raised by Mr.
Alexander. It is called Diversity.
Not only is it unfair that a select
group of pe<>ple with a ce,rtain grade
point average can live in one dorm
together, it is also rather sad that
they have chosen to do so. College
is supposed to be a place where
students can meet other people with
whom they may have nothing in
cornmon. This is a learning experience, part of the growing process.
It is true that sometimes the noise
in my dorm bothers me, but learn-ing to live with others is 'w hat
college is all abou.t, If the Honors
people shut theinselves off from
the rest of the campus, they will
be denying themselves this important opportunity.

1 wo-uld also like to ask about
those of us who don't have a 2>.0
but try their very hardest to get gc;od
grades. Wouldn't it be beneficial
for them to live in a dorm that
promotes high academic standing?
I did have some reservations
about- writing this letter. I wil·l
probably leave the minis next
semester anyway, mostly from ' the
negative ~ttitudes I received from

other students about where I lived
on campus . I was also told not to ·
bother being upset with the decision
to make Marston an Honors dorm ,
because the decision is final, and
what Residential Life wants, Resi
Life gets. But I figure if there is
nothing else left to lose, 1 might
as well speak my piece.
·
Sonia MacDonald
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Bag Bush

When Republican Senator Bob Dole
was chosen to. speak at the December
graduation ceremony, I laughed and
joked with a friend that George Bush
would be next.
_
,
·
Then I read the Campus Journal last
. Thursday and discovered that yes, VicePresident of the United States and
presidential candidate George Bush
W<>uld be speaking to the class of '87 .·
Why? Acuirding to President Gordon
Haaland, we should be honored to have
such an esteemed individual speak at
our University. Unfortunately. Bush
has. also been linked to illegal arms
trafficking and unhurnanitarian politics .. His claim to fame as a Senator
was casting the d~·c iding vot·e in the
U.S Senate's 50-19 decision in July 1983
to produce new nerve gas weaponry.
I'm sure he's also free since every
presidential hopeful is jumping at the
opportunity to speak in New Hampshire.But then again, so is Jesse Jackson,
but I doubt _he was high up on Haaland's
list.
I'm not a graduating senior, but if
· I was, I'd be pretty mad that the
Uni ver"s i ty was using my seno-off
ceremony to help the Republica_n party
pr(miote its candidates. Bob Dole didn't
speak about education in D~cernber;
he spent twenty rninutes trying to rally
everyone against those dirty communists in Central America and the
importance of the "western alfiance."
What a bunch of crap.
L\nd what's worse is the senims doq't
even get to pick their own speaker. The
· Commencement Committee didn't
bother conducting any polls to see wh-o
the students wanted to hear. There are
four student senators on this committee

(

By Kristy Markey

Nothing personal

_who should be insisting that students
choose their graduation speaker and
organizing some method of distributing
power to those outside the adrninistration and ,the Senate. I'm sure they
have busy schedules, but if the Senate
would open itself up to the student body
and alleviate some of the apathy on
this campus, it might make their job
a little easier. That's what the student
senate was created for; student representation at a University run by the
government of New Hampshire.
But perhaps these Senators never
questioned why Haaland, a man appointed by Republican Governor John
Sununu, gets to make the final decision.
Obviously Sununu and Haaland are in
close communication and Sununu
endorses Bush. so where's the democracy at U.N.H~
I suppose I have to commend Mr.
Haaland on his timely release of the
controversial news. Just like they do
at the _White House, he confirmed the
rumours right before spring break to
give everyone a vacation when they
could forget about it.
Graduation is a time for seniors to
say good-bye, reflect on their accomplishments and think about the value
of education. The speak~r should be ·
an educator, a writer, an academian
. or a·n inspirational figure. like Leo
Buscaglia or Desmond Tutu. Someone
even suggested Pee Wee Herman.
Frankly, I'd rather listen to Pee Wee
than Bush. It's not too iate for Seniors
to organize and protest. Maybe we can
uninvite Bush, or at least change things
around here so when I'm a senior, I
get to cast my vote for who I want to
hear on my last day at U.N.H.
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By Dee Pope

but most people are s1·mply shot."
Amnesty Internat1·0· nal has .bee· n_ 11·rn1·ted
as to what th E'.Y can do for prisoners
of conscience within the borders of
•
Afghanistan. Reports of the situation
th
in
e country in US media is not
accurate or lacks detail, according to
. Mr. Rahimi. He recalls an incident
coinmit.ted by Russian troops in Afgh- when he asked a friend to take a
anistan was relayed to the audience
attending the monthly meeting of journalist/photographer to the 'warring
Amnesty 1m:ernational by Mr. Jamal lines . His friend came back laughing
Rahimi of the Free Afghanistan Al- saying, "Why do you ask me to take
liance in Cambridge, MA.
them there; once they see what is going
Twenty-seven year old Mr. Rahimi on they drop their equipment and run.''
of Islamic faith has .come to the US Mr. Rahimi says journalists that are
_recently from Pakistan where his family allowed into AfghaniS t an go to areas
where there are no Russians and no
currently lives. "I do not work for
myself," s~ys Rahimi. "I work to keep fighting. ·
my family ,out of the refugee earn ps
A gleam comes to his eye when asked
in Pakistan and Iran." Each have . if he will return· to his country. "I will
swollen to 4 and 1 million people · be in the country fighting either in May"
respectively. He earns money to buy or June of 1987." He says the Freedom
food, medicine and clothing for his Fighters welcome the Russians now;
parents and nine brothers and sisters th e more th ey se nd th e more they can
that he helped escape from Afghan- kill. He a nd his people will not stop
istan. It took him fifteen days to walk until-there is no longer a Russian in
the mountains into Pakistan. Three th eir country . "We love our country;
we do not want to leave it and live in
months_earlier he had been threatened .
Pakistan or Iran." He says life was good
. wit h incarceration b y six Russian
before the Russians came and it can
soldiers in his shop.
' During a demonstration in Dabul, be good again.
the largest city in Afghanistan, AfghWhen asked by a student what be
anies were telling Russ.ians to leave thought of talking to a bunch of
their country. Russian troops retaliated students in an ideal society compared
by shooting at everyone in the dern- to what he is used to, he replied, "I am
onstration. Mr. Rahim'i's best friend very sorry."
died at his side. From that point on
This writer is not a professional
he took up arms with other Freedom journalist nof"an expert on the Afgh. h
anistan situation, but I. feel as our
F 1g ters against Russian troops.
·
·
olitical
and
military views in this ·
During t_he meeting, Mr. Rahimi was P
country do not always reflect the
as k e db y an Amnesty member, if there
majority of the people, so I must believe
we_re anyHpolitical prisoners in Afghthe same is true for the Russian people
anrstan . e replied by saying, "The
·
·
jails are full; some prisoners are take These troops are mindless puppets
·
R
·
carrying out militaristic orders of
mto . ussra because there is no room,
which, 1 truly believe, are fiOt supported

111,1

0UESTlf.JN DF HA2IN 6 /S R.14 l5E"D ONCE A6A IN, ;

They kill our:children
... they come into our towns and
villages and to avenge the attacks by
,.. Freedom Fighters; they take the children from their ·home to the center of
the village and burn them in front of
their parents. They do the same to the
parents, making the children watch."
This first band account of the atrocities

,· John Marshall

by. the Russian people in general.
We at Amnesty International work
for "the release of prisone-rs of conscience. We do not support any political
views; we remain neutral. ·We work
to end torture. to end imprisonment
for beliefs contrary to the ruling party .
and for quick and fair trials for all
prisoners . We believe the pen i's
mightier than the sword and have used
· it effectively for ·the last 26 years in
expediting the release of prisoners all
over the world . We need your help.
Please, join us in preserving everyone's
human rights by getting involved. We
will show you how you ca·n be an
effective catalyst in the fight for human
rights.

0
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Arts &: Featu ···
An April Fool's pay Dawn Da]Jce
By Deborah Robinson _
What kinJ of event lees you
attend single or with a dace,
meet people, dance all night anJ
listen to grea_c music? A fraternity party? A Boston dance club?
No. This event does not rely on
alcohol and_potentially emba ·
rnssing one-liners to inicicace
dancing an,d coiwersation. But
it -d<~es lee y<>u flirt ( if you want)
in a friendly and unincimidacing
atmosphere as well as cake pare
in keeping· a New England
ttadicion alive.
Give up?
This Saturday's ''First Annual
Almost April Fool's Day Dawn
Dance," at New Hampshire
Hall.
And what is chis dawn dance
besides _the already mentioned
qualifiers? le is contra and
.square dancing until the break
of dawn.
Although most people prob-ably have a good idea of what
squar,e dancing is, contradancing
is not the same, and deserves
explanation. According to Dave
Stone, a member of The Lamprey River Band ( one of the
groups performipg on Saturday)
and the drivi~g force behind this
event, contra0ancing ''originated over-s~as and is a meldingof many different cultural dances." One can hear the rhythms
and melodies of Irish and Sc(>ttish jigs, as well as German and

French Canadian quadrilles.
Although n~> one is exactly
··some of the dances dace back · sure, Stone thinks the originato the Revoli.1ti(>nary War pe- tion of a dawn dance came about
riod, but the popularity of this during the colonial period.
kind if dancing is such that People lived too far away from
people still write concradance each other to gee together for
music today.
a short amount of time, so in
Unlike square dancing, con- order to make the event worth
tradance is performed in lines while." they would dance until
and the emphasis is more on the sun came up.
group dancing than couple
Both Triplett and Stone said
· dancing. There is also not as contradancing is very popular
much ··calling ... The caller walks in New England, but this is the
ever'yone through the basic first dawn dance to take place
dance steps before the music in New Hampshire. Both Bratstarts, but once the music begins, tleboro and Montpelier Ver. the caller will only indicate mont have regular dawn dances,
when the dance step changes. anJ as .s oon as Stone found a
Once the dancers "get the idea good hall in this area, he began
of the dance, the musicians take organizing one.
over" s~id Tim Triple_t,t, University of New Hampshire
And although you may be
philosophy professor and . thinking it, a contradance is not
member of Swallowtail, another just for granolas. Stone said that
of the groups to be performing Du.r ham is a good location for
_ ;it Saturday· s da nee. Ther-e is the dance because faculty as well
greater emphasis on the music, as students attend, and the
and as Stone said', a great quality' of rrius'ic will draw _
"synergy" between the dancers dancers from all across New
and the music.
England. As Stone put it, "if you
Because the dancers go like music, your foot will
through the ·stc:ps before the bounce."
music starts, it is easy for
beginners. 'What also helps the
Saturday's dance will start at
beginners is the friendliness of 8:30 and (obviously), go until
the more experienced dancers, dawn. Beginners are encouraged
Triplett said. "People are good
to go early, and because of the Swallowtail
be one of the acts at the First Annual .Almost
apout h_e lping ... they gently lead wood floor in -New Hampshire April Fool':,
Day Dawn Dance. (Swallowtail photo)
~you 1ri the right direction if you Hall, all dancers will need soft- ·
get confused."
·
soled shoes.
•

•

I

will

A Concise .Guide to Student
Investm ent

By Gregory J. Goostray
and Timothy C. }-{owes
,;I've got stocks in a cornpa-

ny ... Makinf!, rnj1 Ii/e a lux11,ry. •·_
Sigue Sigue Sputnik.
What does investment mean
to you? Perhaps nothing. - and
it should. Instead of blowing_
· twenty bucks each weekend with
nothing to show for it but the
rernnants of a coat check ticket
from the Park Plaza Hotel and
a greasy wrapper from a Karl's
"Big Guy," you could be trading
option contracts on one of the
world's major stock exchanges.
Ftirtherinore you could be making money at all .of this.

Think about the different
ways we use the word investment. For example, does a
person dealing in commodities
invest in the same way that
someone bets on a race horse?
And how do these differ from
a student attending college
investing in his or her foture?
As remote as these may seem
from each other, each of these
examples have one thing in
common: sacrificing or making
mm promises with the present
in order to -benefit (hopefully)
in tne future.
What we will mention at this
point that most other invest. ment advisors fail to mention

is the future. There are no
answers in terms of how and
when to invest because "it
depends:· on your objectives.
What this article can ·do for you,
though, is · to help to clear up
some vague terms and common
misconceptions about a subject
that affects all of us in one way
or another.
··
First of all, investment:
doesn't begin by light.ing up a·
White Owl over the Wall Street
Journal while sipping a double
Chiv as on the rocks. Nor does
it .have to presuppose having
a lot of money stuffed under the
carpet of your swanky Manhattan penthouse.

If you have a l?ank account been so easily attained until you \
consider yourself a . budding decide to sell 300,000 shares of
investor; you're sacrificing the IBM and you loudly announce
ability to have money in your this during the lunch hour rush
pocket by putting it in the bank at "Stocks and Bonds."
and letting it grow due to
The answer of this lies in- a
interest. So if you· re already an thing called "commissions" and
investor, why not pick up on it's the sort of word that is
some investment instruments downplayed a lot when it comes
that give you a lot more chances to dealing with a client. Brokers
of growth than your typical Now have interesting jobs in that
account. You will be sacrificing they make money in three ways:
some of your risk ( namely your a)salary, b)commissions, and·
money in a safe place) yet your c) their own investments. As
return has a chance of being one portfolio manager said,
qrnch greater. It will always be "The brokers have all the
a compromise based upon this, yachts ... " Because brokers get
so get used to it~ It's the phi- their commission on all sales
losophy of the stockmarket.
and purch~ses, they get you
So what's this· stock thing comi"ng and going, and someabout anyway? Quite simply, times right in between.
stock represents partial 9wner~
You as an investor are always
ship of a company and with this faced with Cl)mmissions but
comes voting rights (usually by commissiqn rates vary from
proxy unless you practically own broker to broker. When you
- the place) and a couple of start investing with a brokerage
brochures showing your com- firm you're faced with a big
pany's , executives shaking decision,- namely whether to
hands, planting trees, and al- ~hoose a high commission full
ways smiling as if everything service broker who will give you
is going up and off the graphs.
advise and buy you lunch, or a
Just in. the same way that you discount broker such as Charles ·
. filled out those boring forms • Schwabb, who will have a cheap
to open bank a~count, you can commission but consequently
open an account with any brok- will give you nothing but the
erage firm that catches ytmr eye execution of your trade. You'll
as well as your buqget. Look for eventually find that this choice
a place with a nice airy reception ~ltimately depends on whether
·area ·and free coffee while you you're a Wall Street Wiz Kid
wait to hav~ lunch with your or just plain hungry.
broker once he or she is your
When it comes to deciding
best friend. If you are the type in which type of stock to invest
of person that likes to trade when entering the market for
stock often, you 'II socm find that
many brokers want to be your
INVEST, page 21
best friend. Popularity has never
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Music Extra

A ShortPiece From Phil Alvin

f

. By Phil Alvin

recorded with .both the legend -. widening gap bet~·e en corpo With an introduction by Arary Dirty D<>Zen Brass Band and
rate rock and roll.
,. .
thur Lizie
Sun Ra and the Arkestra. The
The Nove.mber elections
In the second edition of a tunes r~ng~ fr~)lll the new Or - . hopefully indicate a decline .in
hopefully regular feature 1n the leans jazz of "Someone Stoic: · the Reagan revoluti9n. Perhaps
Music Extra section of the Arts ·. Gabriel's Horn" to the strnight , this signals an ~hvironment
and Featu_res section, Phil Alvin forward "Daddy Rollin' Stone:' more favorable: to .the lawsuit
has kindly submitted his cap- to the .classic depression era being waged by Jello Biafra a-nd
sulated views on the year t!1at lament "Brother Can You Spare the Dead Ken nedys, \Y h ich
was : 1986. The outlook may A Dime." None of the material- they've had the ,i ntegrity to not
seem rather bleak, but that's has been played much 0ri the senle and fight, even in the ,face
what the blues are all about. Phil radio, but it is worth searching of u nem ployinen t and-' banck1s best known for his work with out these reworkings of classics. rnptcy. The· De1d · Kennedys
In the near futme, Phil will dese.rve 't he f in~incial SU pport
the LA based blues revival band
The Blasters. '. ,
·
a-ttempt to restructure The of one and all.
1986 wrll also be remetnbered .
' Revival is actual not a kind Blasters and hopefully the band word for the group, for they wi II. have a disc ou.t in some a~ the ye;;i.r that the CD myth
manage to create their' own reasonabie amount of time~ was exploded by .the introduc q_nique brand of fTiusic with a . Without fu_rther ado, 1986, Phil tion ten not in) the tl}arketplace .
·of .long existent dig'ital technol refreshing mix cure of blues, Alvin style.
ogy whi.ch ' provi:des to tt1e
country, and rhythm and btues.
Reflections on 1986
consumer needle - less home
Some time ago ; .Phil put The
1986 was the year that it reC<;rding and playback equipBlasters on hiatus and more
recently has found the time to became clear co ·me that the ment. So don't overinvest in .a
release a sol<) LP on Slash decline of Musak is not due as soon to be obsoI·e te system
~uch to its ·public unsavoryness" designed to bilk the public of
Records, Unsuni Stories.
as to the encroachment • of information available through
Un.run!< Stories is just that:
a superb, mostly overlooked, corporate rock in ,its market- emerging technologies.
olace, further ev_idenced bv the
album of classics that Phil

A Husker Concert and an·
·.,

Isaak Album

Husker Du
Orpheum Theater. Boston
· March 20
·

urri with _the,saineempty fe'eling.

,You sti 11 I_ike the kids, your

opini_<>n of them has just bee:in
tainted. ·
Maybe this is what . parent£ ·
Husker Du was· once at the
feel like when their kids go bad. , forefront of- .i rnusical revolu -•
Their children grow up just the ti<>n, a mov~ment which comway they want them to: a pr:om bined pop sensibilities with '
queen, a q'uitky individiial, a seering unyielding noise. Over
football star, an honors sq.1dent, the years, they have matured
whatever. Then <,rne day, -th_ey · into a head wise: ci:-.itic's darling
find out th.euuth: the picket · of a pop band. "Ingenuity was
fen~e:c._ ex_i~tei:i~e .has__ al~ been>;,i ·• ·· th~ir hallmark. On record, they
. 11e, tJ\ e -s ~umpe~· parries wer~ . _·still hold true to their ideals,
· orgie-~t fhe pizza parties d.rug ._but live they seem to have totafly
bonanzas. The parents are left lost their integrity.
~ith nothing t(> gn1b onto, bi)th
What at first was a harmless
thei,r: realiJ y ,,a,nd dreams ren- joke turned into grim realit y.
d,e red useless,. living a lie. ~1- On the way to the show, a joke
though this1~om:parison is over- was made that Husker would-·
stating the -case, one could have probably try to pass off. Ware walked away from last Friday's house: Songs and Storie.i· as a
· l;Iusker
Du show at the Qrph~:- concept album, The jok~ was
·.,, .

By Arthur Lizie

1

,

'}

·, .

\

-

funny until it was played out on
stage: the band played the entire
· album, all twenty songs, in exact
order, save for two respites
when Bob Mould songs foriowed
each other . From the opening
"These Important Years" to the
closing "You Can Live At
Home," the LP w_as faithfully
and flawles'sly offered to the
unbelieving audience.
The performance was great,
it was jus.c an amazing disap pointment to many long time
fans. The band even neglected
to play any of their recent
singles such as 'Don't Want To
Know If You Are Lonely" or \
"Makes No Sense At All." Not . By Ric Dube
. ddving backbeat with a fluid
only did they avoid old material,
W~hen Chris Isaak· s debut melody. Bassist Rowlaod Salley
but the frontal noise assault of album ,appeared almost two ·and drummer Kenney Dale .
past conce.rts w.as a-Jso turneq years ago, it received unanimous Johqson move the sound around
down, offering a mu ell m<!re a,cclaim from newly acquired
while lead guitarist James Calvin
pleasant and sate sound . The fans and critics. Isaak plays Rock Wisey and Issak show it where
band, guitarist Bob Mould, who and Roll i'n r-he purest sense of to go. Chris Isaak is an adequate
wailed away in his usual-unper- the term. His music is not , rhy.thtn guitarist bu,r ·it's his
sonable manner , drummer 'dancy.· It is not 'boppy.' It is voice that 's the real asset here.
Grant Hart, and steady bassist not dirgy, evil, ominous, and Low, calm, ,{nd ·smooth , -his
Greg Norton, have loS t moS t does not sound anything else "Silvert<me" groan parlays eacb
of their rough .edges, but the like impending doo1p. Chris is song f_rom a tuneful melody to
strength of the ma~erial showed a sincere fan of his roots and a moody expiericnce.
through. Mould and Hart took uses his influences' well, pro The variety of songs offered
turps on v<'>cal,s, one Mould song, ducin~ consistently fine results.
here bears inore than a slight
one Hart, one Mould, etc.
Isaak's second Ip is no div - resemblance to that of his first
The highlight of the night ersion-fromthe style of his first lp,-presenting all of the convenwas not a Husker Du song, but but is still a fine effort. His tional stand -bys. We're treated
a cover of The Be~1iles' "Helter obvious borrowings from -the to the emotional ballad, the
Skelter." This was the only s~_m g likes of Bu<ldy Holly, The Ven - blistering rave -up, and the
delivered with the ferocious cures, Eddie G>Chran, et.al., are happy little pop tune. Although
intensity which was once the still as good to listen to as when typical, the !l)USic is good
cornerstone of their live show . first originated, sporting color- enough so that it would seem
Feedback gal~>re along with ful hooks and catchy melodies. · trivial to criticize the record ·for
U-nbridled manic guitar antics And, as Manchester, New unoriginal set -up . Notabl.e
proved this a morflent to' re - . Hampshire 'roc.k-o-phile' Dano songs include. '" Wild. Love" a·nd
member. _If a proper ' n~ix of Paquette has said many a time, ."Blue HoteL " The current hit
material had beeri performed "With influences like'. that, how single is calh::<l "You .Qwe Me
prior to this closing song; The .can you help but make a slab o' Some Kind Of Love" -and al~
· Orpheum would now be in the wax that'll sizzle the ol' woofers though it probably w~m't -break
process of replacing some chairs and tweeters?"
any Hf Casey Kasern's ehan .
from the ensuing slam.
W~Il, that certainly does sizzling teQords, the song. is still
1
apply here. Chris's band realiy ISAAK, page 2 J·_
HUSKER, page 21
makes it ha_ppen, charging a
/_
rousing sound ,that blends .i
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Two Hoodoos: Review and Interview
Hoodoo Gurus
M.J..T. .
Man;h ]9

garage guitar with melodic
vocals. They are both-interesting
· songs, but if you're a fan, you've
heard it all before. Luckily,
By Arthur Lizie
Sometimes yo.u get .up in the . you've liked it all before, too.
morning and you just don't feel · · The major highlight of the
like doing anything. It isn't that" set was a blow-out~the-doors
. bad if it's a Saturday, but if version of "Leliani" from their
you've got a test that day, you're .debut LP Stoneage Romeo.r. On
in trouble, especially if you've this tune the ent_ire band seemed
got ari reputation· as an 'A' . inter~s-ted and in sync, unlike
student to liv,e up to . You still many other tunes when some
have to _take the test, ,but you members seemed almost bored
fail 'to live up to your reputation, at having to be up on stage. ·
in spite o-f doing well enough _ Other high points were the to get by. This is a per.feet ~ay encore of "I Was A Kamikaze
to describe the Hoodoo Gurus' Pilot," ·~Hayride To Hell;" and
"Like Wow-Wipeout." Other
show last Thursday atM.I.T.
On a great night, the Hoodoos songs proved interesting, but
can rock with .the best of them, ·less satisfying: "Death Defybui: at this show, they just didn't ing ," "Mars Needs Guitars!,"
seem to have the extra spr1rk the title track from their second
to push them above the mid- LP, and "Bittersweet.'' All·
lands of rock performing. ·The sounded__ pretty true to form,
show was still fun and worth :they were ju_s t. missing .a certain
the effort of going,--it just wasn't spark of energy which can make
a show really special.
,
spectacular.
Even though this show wasn't
Two songs from the yet-to(L to R) Dave Faulkner, Clyde Bramley, Brad Shepherd and Mark Kingsmill of the Hoodoo be released album Blo.w Your incredibly strong, the group is
i
Cool were featured, "Good still worth a try live. They'll_ be
Gurus. (Larry Busacca photo)
I
Times" and "What's My Scene." back in these parts in fl}id - ·. Both continue in the traditional summer; possibly opening for
Hoodo<.) manner: a bo\:rncy, another ba_nd, and in the fall,
rhythmic bass .and drums laying headlining.Give them a try if
band travels. "Dig .It Up" 1s ·
By Arthur Lizie
tl:"ie foundation for a mixture of · , you've got the ti-1ne.
Don't pigeonhole the Hoodoo always really popular, as is
Gurus. They dress the way they · "Tojo." ;·1 never really -underdo because th~y like it that way,_ stood it, it's af ways the weird
not because fashion dictates. it. · songs that the fans like ever ~ They have influences ranging' ywhere," he said.
Th_e weird songs in question,
from Deep Purple to - Tin~
Louise (Ginger on Gilligan.·s such as "Dig It. Up," wi~h ir's
Island). They have no ulteriQr touches of necrophilia, and _"l
f!lOt_ives in their music. If you Was A Kamikaze Pilot," emY.JI1·ot to call them anything, caH ~-tr~a,_s is .o n "was,·· surprisingly
· have come out of personal
•
_
then'l fun.
spectacular, better than mos~ Echo and The Bunnymeff, is a
One of -Australia's top bands, experience. "That's not to say The Pretenders
band's on a good .night; there- sorry replacementfor_the talentthe Hoodoo Gurus ,!re a unique _ that lever climbed into a coffin Jn concert with Jg[<y Pop.
was something missing. They ed Chambers. He ca:n drum well
mixture of raucous 60's rock, . with a dead girl and had sex. Mardi /j , Curnhc:rland County
rarely seemed to. be enjoying enough, in spite of the fact that
70 's punk progression, and _a What I mean is that the songs
themselves, lacked a certain he seems to be turning into a ·
fabulous sense of humour. On c<'>rrie just from the way I am . Civic Center
Mel Gaynor clone, but he lacks
_
unity. ·
their first two Lps, Stoneage I dhn't stay up late, drink a By Arthur Lizie
Bassist Ma-lcolm.Foster and . the necessary personality. ConOnce up(rn a time, The PreRomeos and. Mars Needs Gui- certain type of wine, then sit
tar.r/, these elements mixed tO down and -write a song . I find _ tenders were a band . Th~y keyboardist Rupert Black, who dolences are in order for him
give the wttrld both touching a melody, some words fit it, looked like they wanted to be · were tnembers of the Learninf.!, though, since he has mariaged ·
love tunes such as "Bittersweet" words from my personal expe- up onstage together, as if that To Crawl band, are now back to work with both Chrissie
and "I Want You Back,". and ·riences." As a side note, there were ·the reason for their exist- in the fold. They- replaced the Hynde and Ia~n Mc~ullough, two
farcical romps such as "I Was - are no death songs on the new ence. They had fun together, Get Close team of T. M. Stevens of the most demanding ro(k
made some incredible music and Bernie Worrell, on bass and leaders.
A Kamikaze Pilot" and "Like ~ rec<)rd.
The band is not on1y clever · . together, and, in general, were keys respectively, after only a . From the opening psychedelic
Wow-Wipeout." - ,
The four characters which in their song writing, but als<.) quite likeable. Everyone had fun few dates on the current tour. wails of Hendrix's "Roomful
have come together to forge the in their video filming. The v.ideo playing with one another,, not These two are adequate, but it of Mirrors," Robbie McIntosh
. fun are guitarist Brad She·p erd, · for "Death Defying" is a unique, for one another. But, as Chrissie doesn't seem to make mu(:h of proved himself to be the main .. I.
bassist Clyde Brainley, drummer rather plain, yet very intrigui'ng' Hynde sings in "Hymn To Her," a Jifference who is manning attra~tion, ih spite of Hynde's
' Mark Kingsmill, ·and guita- vide·o. Says David, "Tha-t was "Some things change, some stay these spots· in the band, as they :lording attitude. Chrissie let go
r is t/ voca I is t/ writer Dav id filmed in Northern Australia the same." The Pretenders have are both relegated to back up . of the leash and Robbie was able
.
_
roles .
.
Faulkner,' the masterrnind be- in the marshlands, six weeks changed.
· Drummer Blair Cunningham, PRETEN_D , page 20
The Pretenders are no longer
hind the band. David was re- after Crocodile Dundee. "In our
cently able · to spend a few vide<) it's wetter than when -Paul a band. Chrissie Hynde is now formerly of Haircut 100 and
mindtes talking about the band Hogan filmed down there 'cause the alpha and the omega. She
as they await the release of their; we, went in the wet season. The is not alone on the cover of Get
-.shrubs you see are actually full - Close for grins. She has recently
new album Blow Your Cool.
The first question posed was grown trees covered by water. instituted more personnel
addressed to_tbematter:ofDavid The area is full of ci:-ocs, but changes than the Reagan Adbeing , awake .at 10 :30 AM, unfortunately, we didn't get to ministration; leaving her as the
sole charter · member of the
definitely not a rocker's time ""see any."
Although videos and vinyl are group still performing. Considof day. "I wake up pretty e"1rly
all the time, it doesn't. matter great ways to enjoy the band, erations for friendships did not
if I'm on the road or not. I like the best way to experience them seem to play a major part i.n the
,
to be up early." This · is not the , is to see the Ii ve show . The changes.
. i
Missing in action is the niost
response of your common rock Hoodoos hit hard and fast, with
an intensity that - is rarely likeable Prete0der, the huggable
· and -roller.
_ Since the ba,nd is currently equaled thes.e days. Last year the drummer Martin Chambers. His
touring the States, an obvious band toured The States with The humor, needed to offset Hynde.'s
query is about the differences Bangles ; which' turned out to overly serious outlook, is sorely
in crowd response in America be quite a worthwhile expe- mi.ssed. Most importantly, the and baE-k in their native Aus - rience. "I can't imagine a better band -is__ without one of-the best
tralia. "There's not really any tour. We had so I)luch fun, The drummers in the business. He
difference," replied David, "peo- · -Bangles were great people, and added life when the proceedings
pie -yell and scream here just as we only. got_one bad r eview on got dull. His charm is very much
.
much as they_do back home. We the whole tour. It wasn't a needed.
The band that recentiy _
have a fairly unique approach contesteither.Neitherbandwas
to music, S() we generally attract trying to blow the other off the showed up at Th<r Cumberland
the same type of crowd wher- stage. Even if we did have a · County Civic Center seemed
ever we go, they're all out to really good night, they hJd more like c6llection of session
players than a bunch of friends
· have fun ." ·
jamming f9r a good time. AlAudience ,requests are also GURUS, page 21
though. the performance.was
about the same wherever the
.
.1

·

The Pretenders·in
Concert...

I

a
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Wi th Igg y the ,Pu11:k Ma ste r
/

over mosr ot rhe audience 's yc,1rning vocals tit the song wen,
All ut this talk ot style is not
the understat ed carnival music heads, the grungy "Raw JJ,ower. ·
musiL.
his
ro
t
a disc<,un
~d rhe )mpact of the
..
subvert
Chilsl
Wild
"Re.ii
cover
50s
hip
Alrhoup;I-J he 1s fa rely heard on
song.
"Swede
sugp:estiv
overly
rhe
and
work
solo
his
both
the radio,
He may be p:c:trmg older . but
ish Mags."
and his material with TI1e
No t s LI r pr i s 111 g Iy, t h e so n-g he- shows no si!l11s of slowing
Stooges, along with the work
which stirred rhe crowd to life down. Iggy Pop.sl10w ed that h'e
of David Bowie and The Velvet
w ~i: s _.. Ch i n a ( 1 1 r I , " ,1 t LI n c co - is qill able t<>. giv_e 1nost ot .
Undergr ound. has been enorwritten by Pop and David Bo- today's puiik\ a ruri for their
mously influenti al on today's
wie. Even th<n1 .i h the growling, money.
punk scene. For example, The
the
is
LP
e
Stooges· Funlrnus
most favorite album of al.I time
of Henry Rollins, ex-lead singer
for Blac-k Flag. R.E.M. cove~ed
(continue d from page 19)
a Pop tune on their last \our
while artists ranging from Murwith the purpose of "livening ·
phy's Law pl Siouxsie ·a nd The to sparkle on both his own
up the band. "-Ir was fun to hear
material, such as the wonderou s
Banshees have recently recorded
an arena rock band bastardiz e
Was
City
"My
on
solo
his songs. He may not be well ' wah-,wah
a great song, although that
known himself, but his -presence Gone," .and on the earlier tunes
probably was not' the purpose
"Mystery
and
Wait"
"The
like
,
is felt everywhe re.
of the song. It kept the band on
Achievem ent .., He once again
·In Pordand, Iggy and his blind
,
their toes.
than
more
a
himself
of middle age Paul Schaffer proved
most
avoiding
still
Although
deserving replacern ent for the
clones powered their way
of the tired cliches of arena rock,
late James Honeyma n-Scott.
through a fifty minute set ot
tely started
Chrissie made her po,wer Hynde has unfortuna
·- spark Ii ng bias ts _of punk and to pick up on some of hubby Jim
yelled
she
point
one
At
known.
.
a L -:...., pop . .lg.gy, always the showman
Kerr's tricks. For example ,
did not roll in glass or anything at the audience for spilling beer "Hymn To Her," a quiet, subtle ·
like that, but he did prove on her stage, remarkin g, "Just piece on Get Close, was exCenter in Portland.
himself a charismat ic frontman - when Y()U .think y6u've got it pan·ded into an overblow n,
position
Iggy is in the peculiar
made, it's back to cleani·ng
of being a legend in spite of the for the dynamic four piece band.
me keyboard workout,
floors." Valid point, just aJittle cumberso
purpose
their
served
band
The
on
heard
never
fact that he is
a la Simple Minds. Also, "Brass
harsh.
the radio and most people know well, being quiet when necessary
which is starting
The band did not go un- In Pocket,"
when
jams
the
out
kicki[!g
and
lies
faine
His
.'
songs
his
none of
was overdone .
age,
its
show
'to
scolded for their actions either.
not so much in his music, but the· occasion called for it.
group must be compliThe
runtu
impromp
an
to
Prior
Rely i n'g on a s tc,1dy mix of
in rhe influence which his
song selection.
through of "Kid,'' dedicated to mented on their
delivery ,ind style has had on m a reria I from his la res r •disc
The two hour, 20 song set ·
late
the
and
an-Scott
Honeym
matecountle.s s rock bands. He was Blah-Blah -Blah and older
nsive overbassist Pete Frandon, she told . proyided a comprehe
rolling around on stage and and rial, Iggy opened with "I Got
view of the band's catalogu e,
one
this
xxxx
"Don't
group,
the
anpunk
cutting himself with glass before A Right," a rousing
albeit a hit filled one. Most fans
up guys!" She followed with an
Sid Vicious was out of grammar them . Other highlight s included
disappoin ted.
unrehear sed v e rsion of The were not
school. He is the prototyp e the title track from his latest ,
Down,"
Me
Let
"Don't
Beatles'
i_n spi,te of the fact that it went
punk.
1

- - - -PRETEND- - - - -

By Arthur Lizie
Call him Iggy Pop, Iggy
Stooge, rhe Grandfat he~ of
Punk, rhe Detroit Madman
(sorry Nugent J. or even call him. .
by his real name. James· Osterberg, but whatever you c.fll him,
he is still on'e of the major causes
of most of rhe cool music on the
.airwaves today. -He is nor only
a gre~1t influence on record, bu-r
also live. He rece ntly put on a
very convinci ng performa nce
opening for The Pretende rs at
The Cumberla nd County C ivic
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- - - - - - - - - - - GURUS - - - ~ - - - (continued from page 19)
"Manic Mond,ay," the number
two hit in the country, that they
could pull out to get to the fans.
It was fun ."
Yes, the show is fun, aside
from being a lot of other things,
but one thing that it is not, as
one Boston critic said, is "The
Moody Blues gone horribly ~
and wonderfully - awry." To
t.his bizarre comparison David
quipped, "He ( the critic) Went
wonderfully awry. It must have
been the mellotron we brought
on stage! Yeah, I'd like to bring
a mellotron on stage ... and burn
it."
Although devoid of mellotrons, three things have stood
out in the packaging of the first
two albums: the cover artwork,
the no ta ping reques t, and the
"Thanks to" hst. Firstly, both
albums have had very amusing
drawings graci-ng their covers,
with dinosaurs and such on
Stoneag e RomeoJ, and a caricature of the band on Ma rs Needs
.Guitars.' Says David, "The new
album doesn't have a drawing.
They're fun to put on the covers,
but there is not standard policy
1

- - - - -ISAAK - - - - -

which we follow. A lot of people Charlie's A nge!s. The band
saw the last cover as comical, obviously has an affection for
but r thought myself to look the tube. "I was watching Green
Acres the other day. It's bizarre,
quite noble and dignified."
Secondly, the band is adam- here's CBN (Christian Broadantly opposed to home taping , cast.ing Network) thinking that
they· are presenting some good
to the point that each of t,heir
records carries th€ line, "If you family entertainment , when
enjoyed this album, please help · what they are really showing .
the.band; get your friends to buy is a quite subversive show. A
a copy' and not tape your.:s.·· The _bizzare portrait of life."
Finally, the conversa,tion
reason for th is is obvious,
"Taping is robbing the musi- turned t6 Blow Your Coo-/, the
cian. We put out a product' w ·. band's yet-,-to----'-:'"be-released LP.
sell and we can only continue David, tongue partially in cheek,
to do that i'f we get our_ fai r-- touts -it as, "the best,_the biggest,
share." He adds that the band the brightest and any other 'b'·
asks n6thing of the audience superlative." Seriously, "It picks
which they do not ask of them- up on the peaks of the first two
selves. "We'd never do a beer albums. At first I was afraid that
commercial or somethipg like -there were ., too many bafl ads,
that and compromise our au- but once we got in the studio,
dience. We don 't sell them out we ca,me up "Yi th _s ome great
rock and ·roll.'
and w~ expect they won't sell
And. great rock and rol I is
us out:
On the third point, the what you can expect from .n_ext
"Thanks to " list on Mars ... is album., due April 13. It's not
quite extensive. A careful. per-. typkal, it's not slick, but it is _
all Hoodoo Gurus. And fun.
us al will find the list fi.Iled with
the names of TV personalities Don't miss out.
such as the aforementioned Tina
Louise and C heryl Ladd from
1

- - - - - - - - HUSKER- - - - - - - (continued from page 18)
I

(continued from page 18)
better than any of the trash that
sets those records. Incidentally,
Kasem's wife's current T.V .
show, "The Tortelli's'. ' is worth
tuning in just for a giggl~; it's
the worst thi'ng since tha t
wretched Jack Klugman show,
"You Again!," a really awful
show about two people who hate ·
each other a lot.
A good example of the unavoidable similarity between
this record and Isaak's debut is
the last song on the album,
"Waiting For The Rain To Fall"
which is a soft, pleasant little
ballad about waiting for rain.
Chris's first Ip was capped off

the psychedelic influenced "Ac- .
The other tunes not from the
tual Condition," and the jangly
with a song entitled "Funeral latest album were "Pink -Turns
Chastity, Prudence.
"Charity,
and
Flye;,"
"Flexible
Blue,''
To
In the Rain ," an equally pleasant
song, bearing a- striking resem- a Greg Norton song. The former - and Hope" all displayed Hart's
bela nce tu the former, about song showed the same intensity knack at juxtaposing thoughtful
· as the Zen Arcade version, but lyrics with fun music.
funerals in the .rain.
Mould often chose to fo<>I .
The only inexcusable thing "flexible Flyer'' ·w as trar~s- ·
on this otherwise fine recorJ · fornied into a lazy blues piece . an.lllnd with his vocal melodies,
is a poor rendition of The The Norton tune proved to be making the current single
"Could You Be The One" quite
Yardbird's hit "Heart Full Of a humorous ,ilternative to
unusual. "Ice Cold ke" lived up
Soul." This version lacks the Mould/Hart switch offs.
to it's vinyl performance while
Warefrom
songs
the
Of
·
pure energy and fuzz guitar of
"These Important Years"sur the origi_nal, which pretty much house, the Grant Hart songs
the album version with
passed
.·
more
a
has
He
best.
over
went
This
made the song what it was.
aside, Chris Isaak's Chris /.raak melodic danC(:<1ble style of its extra loosncss.
The only real failure of the
is a record for people that want w ri ting, more si:1 i table for the
set was on the soul bearing "Bed
to hear rock and roll as it could · theater atm<>sphere than
sound today if people were Mould's heady rock tunes . The of Na i Is. " The song I<> st its
punch when the guitar was
sea sh~rnty "She Floated Away,"
doing it as it once was.

toned down so the audience
.· could be· enlightened by the
earth sha-ttering. lyrics.
It is hard to believe that they
played the whole album in order.
Does this qualify as a sell out!
Do_- they _actually believe in their
new 'material so much to leave
out their older so.ngs? Now that
they are on a major label are they
above pl.aying earlier material!
In the end, it was a good show, it just left more questions
unanswered than answered,
leaving an empty feeling. Where
they go from here is anybody's
guess.

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - INVEST - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the first time, Duncan Black-, the · realm of options. Hang on
to your hat for this is life in the
broker with the firm of Merrill
Lynch Pierce and Fenner recom- corporate fast lane.
Options come in two forms,
mends :·a good. Over-TheCounter stock between $5.00 · Call and Put; quite simply "buy
and $ I 5.00 a share." Over-The- and sel I." Options are exactly
Counter is a term that refers to what the name implies - the
stock that is traded '<) n t·he option to buy or sell a certain
NASDAQ Exchange ( as op_- number of shares for a certain
posed to . the New York or price on a certain date in the
. American _S tock Exchanges), an future: Complicated? Here's a
exchange that is made up of a scenano.
Joe Biogs thinks that Amersystem of computerized net.works that link brokers from ican Motors. stock is going to
,all over the c;ountry with buyers so,u- in the upcoming month.
He buys a Call option for $20.00
and sellers.
, Check out some stocks in to buy 500 shares at $10.00 a
·. volatile markets and start being share on April 30. As of this
a speculator. After all, you're week, American Motors is
in college and the time to be worth $4.25 a share. Now let 's
'·foot -loose and fancy free is now . . say that Atnerican Motors goes
.. Ch a n Ce s a re th a t y()U ' Ir get to $ I '5.00 a share next month.
burned a few times, but hey, Joe is ecstatic for he cah pick
that's how you learn to trade . up 500 sh;;ires at $10.00 and keep
. _ According to Di.mean Black, "the the $'5.00 profit on each share
basic theoryis when the stock 1 for himself. Joe just made a
goes up 2Qf){, gee our or when profit of $2500.00 on a $20.00
.:/ it goes down 10()? get out." investment if he decides to
• · After "licking your wounds" for execute his option. On the other
_; awhile, 1nd .. making money the hand, if American>Moto rs goes
. old fosbioned way" like the folks -. down m _$ I .25 a share Joe would ,
at Smith Barney, perhaps you only be out the C<>St of his option, ·
·'·mar b~ garr~~ eflm1gh_to_en.te_r _ ,$~0.00,:, for ,.b e:s ~ot .o b_l}~~ted _

a

( continued from page I 7)
to buy, he just has the "option"
to buy.
It's obvious how interesting
this is for you: the rookie
investor for Call op_tions are an
excellent way of making quick
money _with little capital. You
could easily invest i·n $ I 00.00
worth of options and turn it into
$300.00 within a few weeks.
Then ·again, ymi could have
some pi-eces of paper worthy of
a Charmin label. Options are
much riskier than your Durham
Bank account, but at least you
don't have to wait in auto teller
lines every Friday afternoon .
They are Wall Street's version
of a cheap horse race for those
who are· into them just for the
sake of betting. The real winners
in options are cle_ver investors
and rn>t your typical cigar chomping redneck wh~> hangs out at
.
. Rockingham Park.
If you feel like never buyi'n g
a pizz<;1, never going on Spring
Break, and never graduating,
why not stan an investment
·portfolio. The key to making
real money here is diversification of your assets so thar if the
Dow is dropping_you still have
,;

'

I,

•

>

.•

•~

••M

\

-.

cc>rporate bonds, government '
bonds, options,-commod ity holdiqgs, and even better than these,
short sale positions on stock.
Short selling-is _a bout as risky
as you can get. At least in
options you only h)se the cost of your option contract, but in
short sales, once the bottom falls out it can keep spiraling downward into an eternal pit and you
go with it. Yet on the other
hand, they could make you a
zilli<maire.
Here's another Joe Biogs
scenario to describe a, way tc)·
make money when everyone .
else is losing . Joe has an idea
that the stock he owns is going
down. This is an idea, mind you,
an educ,ated guess and not
insider .trading information that
has recently" become so popular
in this field. Anyway, Joe asks
his broker, now a good friend,
to lend him a number of shares
promising that he will return
this number of shares on some
·date iri the future. Joe pays his
broker cash to guarantee his
returning of the shares. After
·all;frjenps don't necessarily
have to tru~t you, and he imme~_

diar'ely sells the borrowed
shares.
Now lets say the st<;Kk pric;;e
is going down as expected. Joe
wants it to go way down so that
he can buy them at the cheapest
possible price when it come·s
to the da.re in which he must
return them to his broker. Joe
buys t.he stock dirt cheap and
keeps d:1:e profit from his initial
sale, a profit that could be real'ly
great in some cases .
So what does this whole
investment thing mean to y9u
the student anyway? For som~,
it could mean using money more
wisely by managihg ,it 'i'n terms
of r-he future . This eventually
means yachts (big o·nes), gold
plated gardening tools, Cadillacs
with leopard skin interiors antl
ermine mud fl~1ps, and all the
pink Hostess "Sno-Balls" ycni
can eat for the rest of your life.
Sounds tempting, doesn't it?

W tite for Arts
anct .teatures-

· i.
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MOTHER GOOSE & GHIMM

Round trip .
from BOSTON
starting at

by Mike Peters

$298 370
269 ,
620

LUXEMB URG
LONDON
ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
BOGOTA
STOCKH OLM
HO.NGK ONG

IF AIJ~ONE CALL$
FROM lM6.NATORA!,

Hl&TOR'rl MOSSUM,
-PON'TAN5W6R IT.
00

321
594 ·
440
764 ·

ISQ, EURA.IL PASSES . INT'L.
TUDENT ID.WORK / STUDY .
ABROAO,A YHCAROS , LOW
0OMESTIC FARES and
more! ,CALL for
FREE StudentTra velCatalog!

[61,7] 266-1Cn6

COUNCIL TRAVEL
· BOSlCN

by Berke Breat ~ed

BLOOM COUN TY

Mavbe there is
a substi•tute for
·nee.

50 6651~5 !}€£F, flJRK,
CH/CK€N IW/1 rl5H, we
\.... 5f(()(JUJN'T t/lT
" r ....:.:., PIIIKY f/?OO(JCT5
/1 €~/?, $® ?

~ f(/6HT.

~
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SHOE

by Jeff MacNelly _

Subscribe · ·he Wall Str tJournal,
and enjoy student savings of up to $48. That's quite
a bargain, especially when you consider what it
really represents: 1l:!ition for the real world.

· !To subscribe, call 800-257-1200; Ext. 1066 tou-rree7

I

6 r mai l to: The Wall Street Jo urna l, 500 3rd Ave. W.. Seattle, WA 98119
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Comics
By !;lob Durling
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·cL AS SIF IE D
D.C. I only have eyes tor youi Th ink ot mei mi ss you a lr e ady L ove B a lc ki e. ·· 10
minut es·

Professors/Students Too bu sy for typing '1
Call 332 -WORD for yo ur wo rd process ing
ceeds Acc urate. fa st ser! ice at f airpri ~es

...,

I am looking for an apartment in Portsmouth
beginning Jun e 1. If you are moving o tJt
or need a roomm ate . call Carri e at 86 2 1323 or 749 , 1464

Bart endi ng c our se -Sprin g Brea k. specia l
one -- wee~ co ur se. Fo r de ta ils ca ll Mas ter
Bart e nde r School. '84 Ma in . New m arke t.
.
N.H Tel. 659-37 18

We are looking for a four bedroom hou s~.
to _rent in Dover or Durham for next yea r.
starting in Augu st. If you are moving out
Gall _~9r~~_nor__~~ ~h at 86_2 ; 44~t3 __ _

Fo r- sale - 198 5 Suba ru GL Hat c hb ack . 5
·sp ee d . AM / FM Ste reo. 33. 000 mil es
Exce ll en t condition. $4800. Call 742-9 194
~~fore9p

rn

1983 Niss an Stanza. Exce ll ent co ncJ iti o'n.
elec tri c sunroof. fou r new tires. five speed.
·
~ _.000 or best off er Mu st sell.

HELP WANTED
National college marketing c ompany seeks
individual or campus group to work part
tim e for major companies on- c ampu s.
Make up to $600 .00 a week . Call Cindy
at 1-800-.::592-2121 .
Wanted : Personal Care Attendant for male
quadreplegic. $5.00 ,hour with meals. Will
train . no experience needed. Tues .. Thurs.
early a.m . or Saturday. Sunday a.m . and
p.m _Call 742-3541 On Kari-Van route.
Wanted: Volunteers to help SAFE -RIDES .
We are looking for drivers. assistants and
d'ispat~hers. It would include two weekend
nights from 1 0 p.m .-2 a .m. a semester .
Contact Health Services Health Education
Center 862 -3~23 if interested.
Office Clerical Assistant -Dept. of Ch~;.;:;;; a·I
Engineeri!lg. 10-20 hrs/wk, flexible sche dule. high school typing required. Work
study position only. Contact Kathy Harding.
862 -3654
Overseas jobs-Summer. yr. round. Europe.
S. America. Australia. Asia. All fields. 900 2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC:
PO Box 52-NH 1: Corona del Mar. CA
92625

Seabrook Stati on: Help keep nuclear powe r
out of. New Hampshire A $5 to $1 Odonation
will support 'the Und erground Outin g Club
and you wi ll receive a beautiful . 3 colo r.
stencill ed. 22 · x 2s · evacuation warnin g
sign . They are a part ot history . 103 of them
were mounted on the warning sirens around
the 10-mile EPZ area. Kit includes instructions & map Writ e Underground Out ing
Club: Pc:) Box 21. Durham, N.H 03824
Sony compact disc player for sale- 20 track
memory. 3 beam laser. still under warrant y:
come listen to the soundl Call Craig. 862~57 _a fte! 6 p7m
Smith-Corona ele ctri c portable typewrit~r
with interchangeable cartridges . Asking
$65 or best offer. Call Mike evenings 8621843
-'71 SuperBeetle for sale. All new -brake ; _
tires. exhaust. c lutch, engine . body , with
many extras . Fun to drive. Must be seen
$2000 or best offer. 868 -7501. Ask for Ken.

;;-;;t

s~ie~--1981 o icJ ~rn~bile C-utlass Supreme Brougham. 2. door. V-6. silv e r.
excellent condition. Loaded: PS . PB. AC .
power seat. Pioneer · c a s sette _ster eo.
Chapman _alarm syst em, wire wheels .
you ·ve gotta see itl Must sell $4100 or best

2!_fer: Contact~-~~_i:icis 868 -9709___~r__44~ ~- ___
Summer Opportunity-Fine residential camp
for girls in Vermont seeking women coun selors/instructors. Mid -June through Mid August. Gymnastics. tennis. sailing, riding .
canoeing, waterfront. drama , ceramics
arts & crafts. fieldsports. tripping instrwctors:
Non-smokers, good character and love
of children . Call Lochearn Camp. 802-3334211
Great summer jobsl at popular boys
summe.r camp on Lake Winnipesaukee .
Write: Camp DeWitt Box 2106: Wolfeboro,
N.H: 03894 (569 -26~)) _ _: _____ _______ _
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred en velopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers
needed .for company project stuffing
. envelopes and assembling materials.-Send
stamped self addressed envelope to JBK
Mailcompany: PO Bo x 25-87: Castaic :
California, 91310

THE FAR SIDE

SERVICES
Need that paper typed? Efficient on campus service . $1 .50/page. Also resume
consultation and electronic typesetting .
Call day or evening: 868--3155 or leave
me~sage at:_862_:-~934 __ _ ____ ______ _
Guitar instruction-Study with a G.I.T grad.
Technique, Improvisational concepts,
harmony & theory , ear training . All level s.
.
Call NOW 659-7442.
Trucking-College senior with a truck can
do. Moving & Hauling and rubbish removal.
5 yrs . experience/ref. available. Call Mal
M. 868-6190 or 868-6144
-

·····----------·---- --- - - - · --

·-

-

·· ·· ..·--- --

-~----

Carpentry, painting , home improvem e nt.
Top quality work at a low price . Fr ee
estimates _Call Cha_~li~ 433 -2214 evenings .

By GARY LARSON

Th inkin g of getting a weddin g presen t fo r
Steve and Li sa? Baby cloth es and ·strollers
are needed. For more id eas c al l Th e Hell
Qua d.

This is tru e- It th e wo rld would stop it s
boink1ng and c ommunicat e th e re wo uld
~~- no W.?rld pr_obl~ms-:A ny way _

I
ERN E. I'll miss not be ing abl e to spe nd
ea c h day w ith yo u ov er br eak - ju st r~ memb er you 'a re al wa ys in my heart and
definitely on my min d. I LO VE YOU . Love.

Gent s- Have a great trip southHop e to see
on the wat Love. the Not es

~

It 's hip to be health y ... look tor detaii s on
Hubb a rd _H ealth Fair . Mar c h 29 thr o ug h

Prin cess
-Lori . Por i- Soooo w hatl We' re not g o in g
away now but. wait until th e summerl Texas
& Mex ic o here we co me1Mucha s grac ia s
1
1
~i-arriiga Yeeha Love. Lis a

~ril 1

it:S ~ip __t~ ?e hea l~MG Hot. Very Hot Have fun in Sal em. 1·1 1
be thinking about you Work hard for Florida
~e ya 1DB

Jen S of Alpha Chi O Yoo hoo where are
you 1 I bet yo u re wo nd e ring w he re 1·ve.
be e n_? III We ll. mayb e I 'II see you at th e
homestead during break . Mattapoi sett here

O-Th a nks for a gre a t week -bewar e of a
TV tru c k and strang e men in whit e va ns Don ·t forget " E" is for e_g g and Woody 's
good egg. I think we can beat their record
of 6 o 'c lock . Happ y B - da y. Ha ve a nic e
break and say hi to the '. 'Bridge Rat s" for

~e co1T1~11 _~°.!~- -r.:,iary
PK : Please think ot me working your shift
while you 're off skiing. I think you owe me
your next ch eck. Only kiddingll You know
I'd do anything for you . Have a good on e
and get some rest so yo u can face the grind .
onc e again here at your ' favorite place

Happy Two -One Chuckl w e ·11 c ele brate
in Boston on April 3. You've mad e co rn ing
~ _UNH worthwhile. I LY SDSU
Come get tangled up with th e NHOC. Cli~b
Mt. Ch oco ru a and play on a ropes co urse
April 10- 12. Sign up 1n Room 129 . MUB.
~_HOC. off ice. No ~x pene~ce n~ce_s s~ ry
Ha ve yo u or a fri end eve r drove or bee n
dr ive n to a pa rty o r ba r and bee n to o
intoxica ted to dri ve home. If yes. ri ext time
call SAFE -RIDE S at 862 - 1414. We operat e
Thursdays through Saturda ys_betwee n 1O
e.-_m -2a. m
Support Group s for Wom e n Who H ave
Been Abused (assault. sex ual assault. dat e
rape in c est. bal!ering. attempted rap e .
strang e r rap e .) Tu esdays all se m es te r.
3:00-4 :30 p.m. at Coun seling and .Te sting.
Schofield House. tor more in'formaiton cal l

~~ Lo !~·--~~g9_~~-Suzanne Happy 22ndl Have fun in H; ~; t~n .
. k.
?f you. Love . Chuck .
Th_1n 1ng _
_
· ·
·
.
Ke II ey, I have a Iot of things to think about.
Please bear with m~ I'll be thinking of you
over break .

~ -98 .and ask for Dam
Spring Br e ak Jamaica - Project Manager
needed FREE vacation plus $$$. Call 1800-237 -2061
Wanted : Toy trains and acces sories . any
size. any condition. any amount. Call Joe
at 664 -5184
Carpentry. painting_. t10me impro.ve~ ent .
Top quality work at a low price. Free
arli ~ 433-2214 evenings.
~ tirn~t~s__C::_~II _C::_~_

T.B. I finally gave 1I to you. your first ever .
You were right . the la st five weeks have
been awesome . Hot tub; were great Sat.
night. Come to my place over break and
we can indulge again. P,C.

Don 't want to drive hom e with an intoxicated
driver. Call SAFE-RIDES at 862 - 1"414
Thursdays through Saturday, 1 O· p.m. -2
a.m.

A-BC-OHHH NOi once again my SHORT.
smart. special. and cute girl is airborn. Just
make sure you stay away from locals and
frisbees, OK? Brunch on Sundayl The letter
is I. Have a great timel You 'll be missedl
Love, JBC
··
Congratulations to Steve L. and Lisa L. on
the announcement of their engagement.
From the brothers of Phi Kap and the sisters
·
of AZ .
.
There will be an engagement banquet for
SJeve and Lisa after break at the Ashworth .

Pregnant? Need Help? Free pregnancy

For _reservation~-~ ~ ~isa_. -

If you are forced to have sex. are s·exually
assaulted . or raped and would like to -talk
to a woman who ha s tieen trained to help
in these situations. call 862-1212 day or
night and ask tor a RAPE CRISIS 'COUN SELOR.

-

--

Wh e n we get ba c k. I 'fl rak e you o ur co a
·
movie. Miss ya, Lisa.
EDAL S- Ju ; t ~ rem1 ~der ~ t you kno. w
how much I love you Have a great vacation
a nd I'll se you Sun . at 7:10 ;:i _m_ right???
Love. Schnookums
·
·
·
The best dressed man in MUSO owe·s th e
not
No.
(
favor.
Graphic High Pri est ess a
.
~u: \A/easel.)
John C in Engelhardt - I might just find that
bottl e ot Pinot Noir and bring it ba c k from ·
California. You deserve to c elebrate y_o ur
internship in stylel ST . PAUL 'S is more than
just a summer school. For a fellow SPA S
a nd c ribbage player. it would definitely be
· worth it, though I'm leaning toward s Cordon
Rouge myself. PS Claire didn 't make the
intern ship. she's not a full Junior Next year1
_
~kec are - Lyena
Kevin - -Even though yo u'll never see thi s
per sonal. when we com e ba c k from
California know that_I hope we both enJoy
each other's c ompany a s much as th e
beautiful surroundings. Love - Lyena

testing _and information on abortion and airHHW~,._H, HHH~~H,H,H ~W~H,HHW~~ H,HHWNNH,M. ..,.
l
~ernatives _Call -~49-4441
· Financial Aid: Source s located for f~esh~
men / sophomores by computer . Reaso nable rates. Money back guarantee . Academic Fundsearch. PO Box K. Plymouth.
N.H. 03264
--•--····--

~

Friend 's don 't let friends drink and drive~
SAFE-RIDES. Thursdays through Satur.·
days, 10 P~.:.::~_a.m. Cail 862-1414
NHOC-.1 )$7 00 membersh.ip fee for unlimited FREE use ot any cabin for a whole
yearll 2) Access to affordable equipment
rental 111 3) Numerous fun. exciting. trips
offered 11 _4 )_~~bins th~_The White Mountains
Summer in Europe $239. Lowest Scheduled
Fares to all of Europe from Boston. Call
1-.800-325-2222 .

Serid a friend a

PICTU RE .PERS ONAL

.ID

The _New-Hampshire

Kevin S.-(A-C6) at .the Coops -I asked you
eve rything about you, and told you \;/e ry
little about me. Do yo u remember me? I'm
sorry I didn 't leave a note when I left in the
morn ing. You don 't know my last name or
my ro·om number. You do sing well and I'm
glad you 're Iri sh. I ;"'Ould like to talk to yo u
ag ain . Ca mpu s Ph .II 44 07. I di dn 't mea n
to be pess imi stic Laurel

----- -

-

-

---·--· ··-··--

~

SA FE - RIDE S is a fr ee an d co n fide nti a l
se rvic e for UNH stud ents th at are int oxicated an d should not be.dri vin g. Thursdays
through Sa turd ays, 10 p.m. -2 a.m. Call 86 21414

;,

It' s hip t o be health y .loo k fo r det ail s on
Hubbard Health Fair. March 29 through
April 1... lt' s hip_to be He~lthy ________ __
Learn Bartending-Spring Brea k, sp ec ial
o_ne- we ek cour se. For detail s c all Ma ster
Bartend er Sc hool. 84 Main . Newmarke t.
N.H. Tel. 659 -37 18
. .

-- -- --·--·--·-····

Come get tangl ed up wi th the NHOC. Cllmb
Mt. Chocorua and .play on a rop es cour·s e
April 10 - 12. Sign up in Room 129. MUB .
NHOC office. No ex peri ence necessary.
Gay Men-Gay researc her seeks volunteer·;
for a study of th e personality characteri stic s
of gay men. Confidentiality as sured. Contact : Paul' C.: Counseling & Testing Center:
Schofield House: Univ. of New Hampshire:
2_09_0_ __
, Q.L!rham. N.H. 03824: 862_-_

11

Hey, everyone! Simmons here just uttered a discouraging word!"

It's hip to be healthy ..:look for details on
Hubbard Health Fair. March 29 throug April
1 ... lt's hip tci'be healthy. ____ _ ______ ___ _
Kringles -Happy 19th birthday, kidll You 're
the greatest friend one could have, so never
change . xoxo Love ya, Jo__h_n_ _ _

Wha~ev er -the occasion ,
you can surprise a fr,iend
wit~ a picture persona l
_in The New Hampshire
for only $10.00

Stop by room 108

in the MUBMon.-F ri. 10-3

TODAY!
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UNH 1987 spring sports sch-e dules

----BASE BALL---25)
<cominued from page

you get yourself into trouble. "
high eight wins and a 2.43 ERA .
UNH will get to w<irk on that
This year, he already has two
when they resume their S<ihewins under his belt,. He'H get
d u Ie at Ya Ie th is Su n day i n a
the 1i'od in most of the big
doubleheader. The home opener
games.Sophomores Staba and
is April I I th against Central
Teixeira will also be forced to
Connecticut.
carry a hea.vy workload.
UNH will have to beat out
Unfortunately, those three
some fierce competition to make
are the only returning pit_c hers
the playoffs. As always, perenwith varsity experience under
nial powerhouse Maine is the
their belts. The ' rest of the staff
favorite. Northeastern
odds-on
will head into the season withmade the p layoffs aod shou Id
out having had the advantage
be tough again. Hartford, with
of _game experience on the
18 sophomores on the team, is
college level.
the sleeper.
Corne Ilier feels confident that
Conner is unsure how the '87
the rookies will pe,.rform up to
campaign will go. "Before
par. "They've got good stuff,"
spring break, I waso't sure how
the captain said strongly. "It's
the team would do. In Florida,
really hard to tell how they'll
was $atisfied on s.ome days, but
I
do in a real game situation
not on others. I guess it was
because it's different. That's
positive. We did come back
when inexperience shows. But
winning more than we ·Jost."
I can say that I catch these guys
Cornellier thinks UNH is an
every day and they're as good
above average team and has
a staff as I've seen here in my
nothing but praise for Conner.
,.,
four years."
"He's effective because he
Freshman pitcher Jim Stevmakes sure we're fundamentally
ens was up to the task in Florida,
-~ound. He drills us hard . We
going 2-0 with a 1.93 ERA.
beat a lot of other teams because
One weakness in his pitchers
we're smarter on the base paths
worries Conner. "One letdown
and we make less errors. I think
I'm concerned about is our
we have a lot of talent on t h is
pitchers strike out-to-walk ratio.
1
team, and he's able to push us
We walked way too many guys
farther."
even
if
(in Florida). It would be OK
Nine straight winning seathe ratio was even, but when
sons are a definite possibi lity .
the walks are way above the K's

·SEE ME.
FEEL ME.
TOUCH ME.
HEAR ME.
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a
challenging, yet re\\,(arding profession. Boston-Bouve College
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and
our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or parttime if you are employed in the field.
For information on these programs. or a free br0<;hure. complete and mail the coupon below. Or call (617) 437-2708.

1

·I

·1

Cover a spring sport fo'r
The New Hampshire

---~-~p~;~~~~~~~~;~;;s~~~~;~;i,;holo;;d-----Audiology Programs.
Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions. 106 DK.'
Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave .. Boston. MA 02115 ..;
I

Phone- - - - -

I

Name

!

Address. _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

I

.City

------~-:~~~~~~~~~===
~
_
_
Northc ~ tt rsit
S~te

I
·1
·

1
1

I

I

·1 '

L---~~--.:--~~~~-=~~~~g~-~-~-------!

'
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Ruoff and aunt -h ikeaCro ss US for .charity
Hy Paul Sw~eney
tensive cycling," he said. ··Tm For that reason, any bike train- ·six hours a Jay, covering about
For what seemed to him an · nervous about the trip, but it . ing he has done has been on a 65 miles. According to Ruoff,
~ eternity, a 15,000 mile bicycle really is going to be fun."
stationary bike. "I do about 40 that may vary . ''It depends on
journey Wuching all corner£ of
miles on the stationary bike, what the weather is like," he
~ Ruoff is taking a few seme·sNorth Amerioa has been on ters leave from UNH to make which is different than the real said. "Anyone who knows cyDavid Ruoff's mind. Yesterday, the trip, and has been planning, thing, but it's good enough," cling knl>Ws that 65 miles a day
it became a realitv.
promoting and training for the he said. The bike Ruoff will take isn't too tough."
Ruoff and his 55-yea-r-old[ event for over a year. He's bee·n the journey on 'is a Trek 720,
The journey also visits some
aunt, Skip Rochette, embarked out of school this year, earning one of the few things that wasn't of the continent's mosr beautiful
areas. The two cyclists will pedal
on that trip across the continent money for the trip.
donated.
to raise money for cystic fibrosis,
The t'wo cyclists have made
This event has gain~d some through northern Montana and
the number one genetic killer many_contacts and several com- national ex pt>su re. _Ruoff has many Indian reservations. It is
disease in .the country.
_
panies are spons~>ring the event. already done a number of inter- at these places where Ruoff and
Starting in Baltimore, the ride The Very Fine juice drinks views in New Hampshire area, Rochette may halt their cycling
will las_t eight months, cirding company is funding the trip and and more media is in the future. and spend some time relaxing.
The trip isn't going to be one
North America and winding up has donated $10,000, mostly in He has been contacting radio
November 1, right back in _ equipment. McDonald's and stations all over the country big joy~_ride, though. "We've got
Baltimore. Florida, Texas, Los Pizza Hut restaura-nts have ask_ing for any _publicity he can to travel through 2300 miles of
Angeles and Seattle are ports- arranged for free food to be get. The fact that his aunt made Canadian Rockies," said Ruoff.
on t,he mainland that Ruoff and given to the two cyclists whe-, the previous trip is helping out "That's dense wilderness and
Rochette will travel through. never they stop at either-estab- that. situation. 'Td like to set will probably be the hardest part
Once in Seattle, they'.!! tak~ a lishme_n t located anywhere in up interviews, talk in front- of of the trip." Ruoff also said that
free plane ride to Fairbanks, the continent. This excited group gatherings, really any- - the portion of the trip that takes
Alaska and resume their· trip. Ruoff, who calls himself a thing that will make people him t,hrough ~he nt-Hthern
The Canadian Rockies and the McDonald's fanatic.
aware of what we are doing," pla.i ns may be a little difficult.
Northern Plains are two of the· . The 20-year-old sophornore, Ruoff said. "We're not doing "It's only beautiful for the first
more unique spots on the route. who was a bio-chemisxry major this just to raise money for cystic hundred miles. That'll be more
Ruoff said Rochette, who has at UNH and will resume his fibrosis, but also to raise aware- mental than physical.'.'
,,
As Rochette and Rouff travel
made an 11,000 mile journey education here in the future, has ness.
for the same charity in the past, been training since June. "I jump
Ruoff and RtKhette may even the route, they'll be sleeping i'n
influenced him to take the trip. rope and lift free weights," he go big time, ge!ting a spot o.r1 tents, which will be packed on
"She just asked me if I wanted said. ~'Tll jump rope about 6,000 NBC's Today Show when they the bikes, making the cycle
to do it and .I said yes, I, thought times a day or about 45 minutes pass through New York. That weigh anywhere from 70 to 100
it would be great," said Ruoff.
straight."·
is in the making. The newspaper pounds. Ruoff is an Acacia
Ironically, cycling has never
Ruoff makes his home in USA Today has also been not- brother at UNH, so he also
plans on stopping and 'staying
really been a big part of Ruoffs Mason, New Hampshire, a place ified. ,
life. 'Tve never done any" ex- he said is filled with dirt roads.
Their plan of attack i; w bike at charters at colleges in t,h e

country.
ing," Ruoff said. "We're going
to be touring spots also: If ·1
make it through the first three
weeks, then I'll be all set." He
even mentioned that if all goes
wen, the daily mileage may be
extended to 200.
On Rochette's trip, $50,000
was raised. According to Ru~_>ff, ·
that is the goal for his journey.
He has already collected about
$400 by simpJy speaking at
church groups in his area. .
Ruoff and Rochette have the
addresses of all the cystic fibrosis
chapters in· the coun .t ry. Two
weeks ahead qf time, they will
contact the chapters, notifying
th~m of the trip. Hopefully, they
will be able to set up media
contracts for the cyclists. This
is how they are going to make
most .of the nioney. Ruoff will
also be petitioning for direct
donation.
Both Ruoff apd · Rochette
know people who suffer. from
cystic fibrosis, and that, along
with the willingness to cooperate demonstrated by the cystic
fibrosis people, is the Ieason ·
this certain charity was chosen.
'Tm in good enough shape
,to do it," said Ruoff. "This trip
1
is rhe result of a Im of hard work."

······························· ······························· ······························· ·······················~······· ······························· ···········

Fillal statistic s for winter sports t~ams
···············································~ ················ ············ ····· ··-·······················~ ·············: ·~ ··········~: ········~· ···············; ····~
~
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·women's Hockey _

Men's
OVERALL RECORD: 14-12
SEABOARD CONFERENCE: 9-6

TEAM RECORD: 18-1-3

Hockey

TOP WILDCATS
TOP WILDCATS
Andria Hunter
Katey Stone
Cheryl Allwood
Shelly Difronzo
Heidi Ch'alupnik
Janet Siddall
Sue Hun.t
: Viv-ienne Ferry
: Beth Barnhill
: Dianne Robbins
_: Laura Prisco
: Anne Ensor

.

A

G
15
10
13
10
7
10
10
7
5
2
5
4

PTS
34
29
. ·23
21
21
20
19
15
12
1I
JO
10

19
19
10

.l114
10
9
8

7
9
5
6

Kris Kinney
Karen -Pinkos
Beth Curran
Michelle Altobello
Melissa Pfefferle
Deb Dorsch
Missy Belanger

...

Rebounds
207
60
1 I7
102
87
60 .
114

Scoring
20.7
10.2,
8.2
6.5
6.2
5.2
4.8

Women's

······•i••··············~
.:••·····························
•

Hoop

Wrestling
' ~ ,:.

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS

.

: Paul Schwern
· • Mike r.::aracci
Con Madigan
Chris Murtha

Career
100-28-3*
50-16-0
57-42-1
32-29-1

38-6-l .
34-9-0
21- I 3-0
26- I 4-1

* - lJNH all-time leader

.

.

--

.

.

88

TOP WILDCATS

67

39
10

...
James Richinond
'Steve Horner
Tim Hanley
David Aiken
Jeff Lazaro
Tim Shields .
Mike Rossetti
Quintin Brickley
Dan Prachar
Mark Johnson
_Chris Lagan~s
Allister Brown·

G
16
19
11
19
7
11
9
6
7
4
5
0\

A

PTS
45
36
34
28
-21
19
. 19
18
14
13

29
17
23
9

14
8

io
12
7
9
6

11

10

10

•.•

·

-

'

.

.

· Season

OVERALL: 8~27-3
HOCKEY EAST: 5-24-2>

.... .......-........................ ..... .......... ~ .... ~ ......~ .................... -. .............. ·-• .......;
....
.
.
.....
.
. OVERALL: /i-2-'i
TOP
WILDCATS
.
ECAC NAC: _1> -15 .

TEAM RECORD: 14-6 .

....

Assists
24
100
26

....
...

'

Men's

:

•,

.

....
..
.
...

H_o op

.

.

'

- Greg Steele
Todd Black
Andy.Johnston
Keith Carpenter
Derek Counts
Keith Hinderlic
Chris Perkins
Tom Hammer
.

-

Scoring
15.6
14.9

LU
7.1
7: I
5.2

4...4
2J

Rebounds
184
34
75
109
81
121
3.1
28

Assists
37
,20
101
45

38

'7'
5
26

.....................

, • • • • ~- ~ • • • . ~. • • • • • • • •·• • • • • • • • • • •t.· • • •, .• • • •·· • •.• • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • ~ • • • • • • • ~ • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •·• •-. • • • • • • • • •,. • • • • • r • • • • • • • • • • ·,• • • • • • • • •.• • • ·.
' ':•.•·:;.r-", ; ;1,·,i_,, ..:f·Y,<,;'.,l,LC.:) .,_,,',l,,~,'!''.1.;r,y_,'_,,·,
.,,:, •.
',-, , .J,/r>,, ... I. l\:.:JL_,J~.-1 ..-,,,·_-.
'!"1~':" . , l .1_1') H.J.!

r

.1

1 1
.

•} . ·,-1·
____,,

'
•

"'r ,:/. _•.J~.
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La?'men endure tough trip
By Marla G. Smith
It was -a long eight hom ride
back to tJNH Sunday night for
· the men's lacrosse tecirn. They
had a lot to th ink about; especia Ily the past week in which
they netted a 0--i record against
Delaware , Maryland, North
Carolina, and Penn State.
"If you saw the games you'd
feel good abour them ," said
Head Coach Ted Garber. "We
were into every game. But we've
got to stai_r winning-there's a
lot of lacrosse to be played ."
· The 'Cats played Delaware
on March I 6. UNH was up on
Delaware in the third quarter,
5-2, until Delaw.1re came back
with a 9-5 victory.
"We ran out of ste;:rm," said
·senior attackman Barry Fraser. .
"We have ro work on clearing
the ball, and control the ball
more on offense."
Junior midfielder Mike McCaf. frey said, "The loss against

Delaware was a tough one co
swallow ." In the past two years
UNH has opened up its season
with 8-7 wins against Delaware.
"We can't play catch-up in
these games," said McCaffrey.
"We've got to get ahead and stay
ahead."
UNH lost to Maryland on
March 18, 14-5.
The 'Cats played University
of North Carolina and Penn
State at the Loy(>la Tournament.
UNC, ranked number one in the
nation, beat UNH 13-6.
Penn State defeated UNH 17 10. With one second left in the ·
first half, Penn State evened th€
score against the 'Cats, 5-5. In
the third quarter UNH was up
by scores of 7-5 and 9-7 against
the Nittany Uons. In the fourth
quarter Penn State ,posted a
seven-point lead.
"Basically, what it comesdown to, we need a big win ...
then everything will be behind

us," sa-id MtCaffrey .
UNH has its chance for a win
this Saturday at Towson State.
Towson, ran,ked 11th, beat
UNH last year 8--7.
"We're eager to win, to
bounce back into things," said
Fraser.
·:A win against Towson would
get us jump started," said McCaffrey. "Transition is where we
are burring, and we are a fastbreak transition team. It's got
to be a decisive victory."
Fraser led the Wildcats with
a total of seven goals and three
assists in the four garries. John
Zwack, followed with four goals
and two assists, while Seth
Worcester and Kevin Growney"
had three goals and two assists
apiece. McCaffrey (with one
assist) and Jack Sebastian netted
two goals each. Walt McMurray,
Brian . Quirk, Will Newbold·,
Brendan O'Brien, arid Bill Shelton each scored.

The men's lacrosse team suffered four straight losses down
south. The problerr:i appears to _be defense as UNH let in 52
goals in ·the four games. (Han·k Ellsmore photo)

Caracci wins one at NCAA's Gymnasts clicking
.
Wildcat Paul Schwern also "There were close . to 13,000 By( Colleen Donahue
By Paul Sweeney
Sophomore Mike Caracci be- joined Caracci at .the tourna- people during the first day and
Potential.
came die first wrestler in UNH ment, but wasn't quite as suc - the other two times I wrestled
It's
~hat the UNH gymnas history to win a match at the cessful. "Paul drew one of the there were about 18,000 in tics team. is showing a lot of
country's
top
wrestlers
in
his
attendance,"
he
said.
annual NCAA tournament. Ca lately. Head Coach Gail Goods Urquhart said that an earlier
racci, who was New England first roar," said Urquhart.
peed, saying she was pleased
season
visit
to
the
University
champ in the 118-pound divwith the meet at Ohio State
ision, took a 17 -8 decision in
Schwern drew Indiana's Scott of Maryland's Cole _G ymnasium March 14 against Ohio and Kent
helped
relieve
any
intimidation
his first round match against _ Duncan for his first match and
State, indicated the high expec_ Coppjn State's Jarrett Johnson lost 5-0. Dr.awing Duncan was his wrestlers may have feh in tations she has for her team. The
at this year's NCAA 's held at ~imply murderous for Schwern, front of a huge crowd . "We've performances on the balance
the University of Maryland over a"s the Hoosier had a 41-6-3 been to big tournaments this beam were the best the Wildcats
spring break.
· .record going intq that match. year and the reason I decided have performed all season. "It ·
Caracci was fortunate in draw - According to U rquh_art, had to go to Maryland in January was shows our potential to hit
ing Johnson as his first oppo- Duncan won his next two so that our top wrestlers could 100%," Goodspeed said.
nent. Johnson carried only an matches, Schwern would have get the feel of the place in case
Alabama State, orignally sche11- I I season record in to the been re -entered into the tour- · they made it to the NCAA's," duled to compete, cancelled
said
Urquhart.
"For
that
reason,
NCAA's. "I definitely got a lucky nament. Duncan won his next
from the meet. "\X'e had a pretty
we had less jitters than other
draw," said Caracci, who was _m eet, but not the other. _
good meet at Ohio," Goodspeed
teams."
·unseeded in the tournament.
said. UNH earned a total score
Unfortunately, his other two
of 175.75·, placing them second
matches were a totally diffet€nt
"He (Duncan) really should
The NCAA's featured 361
behind Ohio. Ohio scored
story. "I wrestled two AII - have won his second match
180.3 5, and Kent, coming in
which
.he
only
lost
3~2,"
said
participanTths
_
representing
118
Americaris in my final two
schools.
1s yea r was extra third, scored 171.95 . This score
th
matches so there wasn't much _U~qu~art. :Urquhart felt
at specialbecauseiowaStateended will be one of the counting
I could do:"
this s,tuation was tough fo_r > lowa's nine year reign on the scores used for qualification into
Caracci'.s second match pitted .· Sc~wern to swallow, because 1f NCAA team title ·
the Regi~nals. " It is one of our
·
him against Penn State's Jim things went as they should have,
best scores," Goodspeed said.
the
UNH
wrestler
would
have
Martin, who was second seed
Goodspeed was very pleased
For the senior Schwern, his
in the tournament and holder made it back into the tourna to have come so close to Ohio,
ment.
career
ends/
with a l 00-29 - 3
of a 30-'2 record for the year.
Caracci was in a we of . the record, which established the and she feels that if the 'Cats
Martin took the match on a
had hit their normal bar rou technical fall at 5-minu.tes, 19- whole ·rournament. "It was nice UNH record for most career
tines they might have beaten
seconds. In what turned out to being there," he said. "It's just victories. Caracci still has two
Ohio. Denise Brackesy, scoring
. be Caracci's final match, Grand an incredible tournament, there years left and the sky is the limit a 32.5, was the UNH
all-around.
Valley State'.s Rogers Singleton are so many good wrestlers and to what he may accomplish in
Junior Kathy Williams scored
that time.
pinned him at 2:29, only the coaches there."
an impressive 9.15 <rn the balThe huge crowds also amazed
"He got a taste of what it was
second time Caracci had been
Caracci. A UNH meet in Lund- like to win in national compe- ance beam.
pinned all season.
March 15, the day after...
"The only guy who really beat holm Gyrirnasiu1ri draws a rel - tition and hopefully he'll do
The
'Cats, scoring a total of
him up was Martin," said UNH atively small crowd, so the better next year," said Urquhart. 173.25, lost the meet
to Bowling
throngs
of
people
in
attendance
"He's still got two years left and
coach Jim Urquhart. "In the
Green.
Bowling
Green
scored
second loss, he got pinned on at the NCAA's formed a totally it'.d be nice to see him gain some a total of 176.5. "I think that
d1ttt:,r enr scenery. for C:iracci. All-American status."
a freaky move."
Bowling Green and UNH are
very equal teams," Goodspeed
said. "We were stronger on

McCabe is an All-American

vaulting and bars. They were
excellent on beam, and .. .. we
were bad . "It was the worst
(score ) we've had in a long time.
We definitely l~>st the meet to
beam."
·
On the positive side, the 'Cats
had an excellent meet in California last weekend. The 'Cats
faced San Jose University and
Cal Poly Friday night. Scoring
a 179.45, UNH gracefully defeated its California rivals. San
Jose came .i n second place with
a total .score of 177.9, and Cal .
Poly, in th.ird. place, scored a
close 177 .65.
"This should clinch that we're
in our regionals," said Goodspeed. ·Right now the 'Cats are
sitting in fifth place. There are
seven places to fill.
·
Goodspeed, in praising all of .
her gymnasts, singled out junior
and C<)-captain, Nancy Doherty
for her competent performances
in both her floor and v·ault
routines . Doherty, making a
career first, received her first
9-plus scores. Betsy Anderson
placed third as the all -around
competitor in the meet.
This week the 'Cats will
defend their championship title
in the ECAC ( Eastern College
A(hletic Conference) competition. The meet will be held at
Towson State in Maryiand. Six
schoo,ls will compete: UNH,
Towson, William and Mary,
Yale·, Northeastern and Cornell.
Goods peed believes it should .
be a challenging meet . .
"It depends on who walks in
and hits the routines .. . and ·
hopefully we'll be the team to
do it " Goods eed said.

By Rick Kampersal

Ireland," said Boulang-er. "It
and he achieved his goal."
By scoring in the Nationals, seemed as though everyone was
It has been six li>ng years since
McCabe became the first UNH saying ' W_ho is this no -name
a member of the UNH track
track man to do so in forty years from New Hampshire and what
prqgram has achieved All - and he also lifted his team to is he doing here?' But as the
American status.
meet wore on, Eddie talked to
a national rank of 48th.
On the weekend of March 13Of the top ten finishers in the guys and developed a mutu_al
15, senio_r weightman Ed
McCabe's particular event, only respect/ '
McCabe saw to it that six years
Incidentally, the last UNH
three were American-born. In
was enough. McCabe, competorder to become a.n All - track man to make Afling with nine other \Yeightmen
American, you must be an American was Alex Miller a
from all over the country, placed
American-born citizen. This hammer-thrower, in 1980. '
sixth by heaving the 35-lb.
requirement hurt some of the
weight 62 feet, 7 inches; a
top finishers, such as San Jose
McCabe's success-ladeo sea'"
personal record.
State'.s Fred Schumacher, who son is not quite over. "Ed will
'"Ed did a fantastic job, he
won the event.
be throwing the hammer, the
really did," said Coach Jim
McCabe's accomplishment · shot put, and the discus this
Boulanger, who made the trip .also brought some national . spririg,"said Boulanger.
to Oklahoma with McCabe. "He
recognition to UNH. "Here was
McCabe could very we-11 have ·
went into· the competition wi.th _. _Ed_g(>,i_[!g ~g<!~f}~t_,aJ! ~q~se ,g4y~ , . so_1"!1e -~(!r.:e_ .~9,l_lOt:s. c~ming h~s !he gylll:nas~ics _teaf!l p~rfo~me~ _admirably ov~r. break, almost
the right amount of confidence from Sweden; Norway, and way.
beating Ohio State. (Charles Smith.Jr. file photo)
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SpOrts
Baseball .team 7-4; faces Yale next

~itcher_ Rick Staba and his teammates impressed their coach with a 7-4 record in games played
10 Florida over break. The team fac.es Yale Sunday. (Ronit Larone file photo)

·'D' the key for womell's lax
played sparingly last season and
are keys to success of the team
He_ading down to Florida to this season.
compete in th~ Spring ToumaAnderson returns for her .
ment during spring break,. the second season as chach of the
UNH women's lacrosse team team. Last yea.r under Anderson,
had qui=stions concerning the the team compiled an 11-4
play of an inexperienced def- record, W()n the ·ECAC cham ensive unit. The ride home from pionship and advanced to the
Florida was much more com-. NCAA tournament. In the first
fortable as the defense per - round of the NCAA's, UNH lost
formed admirably in the 'Cats'. to Temple, 8 -5. That loss was
the only game in which the
two victories on the trip.
UNH romped over Swe·e-r Wildcats were beaten by more
Briar and Rutgers, by respective than one goal. Most notable was
scores of 23-2 and 13 -1.
a tough 7 -6 loss to Maryland,
·According to Head Coach · the eventual NCAA champions.
Marge Anderson,· the defensive
There are no doubts regard ~
unit is very young and '87 looks ing the offense of the Wildcats .
to be a building season in that With 36 goals in two games in
area. ·AndersoA found their Florida, the offensive attack
performance -over break to be looks to be fearsome. Four of
more t_h an a pleasant surprise.
last year's top five scorers are
W,ith Mary Ellen Claffey and rernrning from the team that
All-American Barb Marois gra- outscored opponents 177 -88 in
duating last year, the team lost '86.
two outstanding defensive playLeading the group are All ers . This is where the big Americans Karen Geromini and
question mark came into place. captain Pauline Collins, who led
Who is going to pull up the the Wildcats in scoring during
slack?·
· the Spring Tournament. Collins
The only player who never netted nine goals on the trip and ·
was a question is Mary Rogers, . Geromini scored seven to go
-who returns .as the head of the 'alorig with six assists.
defense. The senior co-captain
Collins Jed the Wildcats in
is a key to handling both the goals with 45 in 15 games last
. inexperienced defenders and the · year. Geromini scored 29 goals
transition game for the tearp: and added 35 as~ists while
After Rogers, who is on-the US controlling play behind the net
National team, there is a group last year. For this season, she
of players who will have to · will be fr~ed from that role and
prove themselves on defense.
allowed to roam in front of the
· The performances in Florida net, creating even more scoring
of senior Wendy Crowe, juniors opportunities.
Patty Drury and Katey Stone
The player who will take
-and freshman Beth O'Connor Geronimi's place behind the net
were encouraging. Sweet Briar is sophomore Lynne Abbott,
and Rutgers managed only six who will be a key to the team's
shots combined on the UNH playmaking. Abbott scored four
net, a credit to the defens.e. This goals in Florida.
crew of Wildcat defenders
Senior Anne Sherer is anoth-

· By Paul Sweeney _

By Derek __O'Grady
have a bunch of barn -burners,
Spring break is over. Most of but we s·hould be able to nse our
us spent it on a beach or a _speed to t)ffset the lack of
mountain ski slope, but not the power."
One of the 'Cats strong points
UNH baseball team. It has been
hard at work getting it's season - is an outstanding infield . Lead
by captain catcher Pete Co,rnel off to a successfu l start.
The 'Cats spent their entire lier, a senior line drive hitter,
the. inf ie Id looks menacing.
break in Florida, going 7-4 in
competition against Northern Shortstop Darren MarCO\J ( J59)
' teams. It marked the first time led the tea rn i n h i Ct-i n g I as t
since fall that the team was able season. He sho u-ld continue to
be the _Wade, Boggs 9ftJNH.
to get out from uqder the field
Th ird basernan Mike Levin
house and play ball on a real
(.304) is also a force at the plate:
field .
Coach Ted Conner and his Former out'fielder Stev.e Larkin,
a good streak hitter, will take
assistants, Paul Berton and.Ton'!
Taylor, lead the 1987 'Cats into over at first .
Already, the 'Cats are hot at
battle. Last year for the eighth
straight time, UNH had a the pla re . Down sou th they
winning season, finishing 2 l - averaged .332 as a team. Leading
18. They hope to continue that the teim was 1e.v in ( .486 j
success, but several question followed by outfielder Benjie
Johns (.483). Outfielder Mike
marks exist.
, They must try to fill the shoes · Lassonde has stroked two hoof Mike Shriner and Jon Gilbert, mers and has a slL1ggihg percen - ·
·
·
two outstanding players lost to tage of .853.
Defensive)y,
the·
r
e
are
two
graduation .. Shriner had fun
standouts. The infield star is
inflicting pain· on baseballs in
'86. He posted UNH season , senior second baseman T6m
Ferrin. "He's one of 'the real records for home .runs ( 7 ), and
l'e,aders on this team;" said
runs batted in (44). He ;:1dded
a .348 average to go along' with - Corriellier. "He runs the infield.
He's a. smart fielder and a solid
those stats. Pitching ace Gilbert
defensive player."
·
had a 7-2 record to go along with
The outfield grass is patrol.led·
a l .48 earned run average.
by center fielder Kevin Mello. The '87 Wildcats will have
The iunior is an excellent fielder
a new image. They won't be
who' also sees spot duty as a
involved in as many s_lugfests
pitcher.
as before-. "We don't have as
"Ou-r outfield play' was mucb
much power as we did in the
better than I expected in Flor past," said Conner. "We,qn still
ida," said Conner. "We haven't .
hit the ball. We'll just have to
make sure we stay within our- - been able to practice outside and
l thought the fly balls might give
selves at the plate. We can't hit
them problems. They. didn't.
for power if it's not there."
The only problems they had
Conner was pleased with his
team 's hitt;----,; ;,1 riorida. Seven _ were hitting the relay men.
Otherwise they played good."
_ • . ---1s _currently have averages
1
The ::ichilles· heel for the
over .300.
,
This year 's 'Cats will sh6w 'Wildcats may be their pitching.
us something new -aggression Returning veterans Tom Char~
on {he basepaths. In the Florida bono, Rick Staba and Joe Teixgames, the thieves from Dur- eira all pitched well last year.
ham stole 25 bases in 28 at- Charbono·; a junior, had a team 1
tempts . "We'll rely more on
s eed " Conner said. "We don·t

er "weapon, possessing a dan7
.gerous shot as one of her skills .
She contributed 16 goals last
season and much of the same
is expected this sprinv A -- • .
erson believes th\ _ .... '-::oe tour
will have a heavy influence on
the movement of the play during a la.me.
The goaltending duties are
in the ·hands of Cathy Natsiff,
who burst upon the scene one
year ago. In o·nJy her first year
of lacrosse, Narsiff was one of
the top goalies in the area last
season. With great reflexes,
Narsiff saved over 70 pe·rcent
of the shots fired at her and .,
allowed only 5.95 goals a game.
Narsiff didn't get a chance to
show off her skills ,in Florida,
but Anderson and the rest of
the tea~ knows their goalie has
what it takes. Barry Hamilton
will back-up Narsiff. ·
·
Being talented pays it's price
as "the Wildcats will face some
of the top teams in the nation
over the course of the season.
The next game on the schedule _
is a visiting date at Boston
University on March 30.
Among others, UNH will get
a chance to strike rev·e nge on
Temple ·during the regular
season. Penn. State UMass and
Northwestetp will also offer
a test to the Wildcats this
season. The home o'pe.ner is
April 5 against Vermont, a team
UNH clubbed 18-4 last season.
If the defense can come ·
through as it did in Florida, it ·
should be a stellar season for
the women's l'acrosse team: ·
Wouldn't they Jove to win that
NCAA_title that they held in
1985? If things go as smoothly
and easily as they did over spring
break, the 'Cats will definitely . Pauline Collins and the rest of the women's lacrosse team showed
be in the running.
, their stuff over break. (Ronit Larone file phot0) '

